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abstract
Road trip still, Las Vegas Strip. (Author. 2009) fig 1

abstract

This essay examines the possibility of using ‘filmic transitions’
to provide urban designers with a ‘transition palette’ to
structure space for an increasingly mobile society.
This essay begins with an investigation into the ‘filmarchitecture praxis’; a literature review that looked for existing
interfaces between film and architecture. This led to a more
detailed review of literature concerning filmic syntax and finally
‘filmic transitions’. The literature review, and in particular the
findings on ‘filmic transition’, inspired the next stage of the
essay which was to capture footage from the United States.
The captured footage was then analysed for metaphorical
incidents of ‘filmic transitions’ occurring within it. It was
then abstracted, resulting in the creation of a palette of film
inspired transitions. The purpose of these is to enable urban
designers to read and intervene in space from a mobile
perspective. To validate its usefulness in this way, the palette
was then tested on Bristol’s M32 Motorway. The final stage
was to critically reflect upon the methods chosen to carry out
this essay and to draw conclusions on the usefulness of the
created ‘transition palette’.
Through the creation of the ‘transition palette’ and its testing
on the M32, this essay found that the way in which we move
through space has many similarities with the structure of film
including spaces which exhibit filmic characteristics such as
cutting, dissolving, fading, panning and more. The essay also
found that the created ‘transition palette’ has the potential
to transform the way we read and intervene in space from a
mobile perspective.
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Road trip still, Broadway / Canal Street, New York. (Author. 2009) fig 2
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preface

The subject matter of this essay is my ongoing investigation
into the ‘film-architecture praxis’. This exploration began in
2006 whist undertaking the ‘Film/Architecture/Narrative’ studio
on the Bachelor of Architecture degree at the University of
the West of England. The studio run by Jonathan Mosley and
Lee Stickells opened my eyes to the possibility of using film
and filmic processes to explore how we move through space.
Since completing the degree my interest has not subsided
and by undertaking this MA, once again with Jonathan Mosley
as my tutor, I have discovered that whilst there has been
much investigation into the relationship between film and
architecture, most have considered film as a contaminant of
the design process instead of considering the prevalence of
research that examines the way film portrays architecture.

Film 1: ‘Venetian Threshold’ explored the link between
thresholds and ‘filmic transitions’. The film sought to explore
the mutable, watery threshold between the populated city and
its structural underpinnings and was designed to convey this
as an interstitial space.
Film 2: ‘Imaginary Construction’ explored the technique of
montage in order to make an impression of a proposed
architectural intervention within a real site. The film conveyed
the insertion of a spatial intervention within Spitalfields Market,
which when combined with the existing circulation routes
created a labyrinth. The intervention was generated through
the analysis of a short narrative and aimed to create a transitory
escape space allowing people to temporarily escape the
rituals of their everyday lives.
Film 3: ‘Film School’ sought to explore how narrative
generation using character plots could generate four
dimensional, architectural spaces. The proposed school
reacts to a myriad of notional dividing lines that exist on the
Spitalfields site. It creates a series of thresholds, allowing
users to seamlessly connect spaces, as if part of a film, and
effectively sets up a ‘persistence of vision’. The final cut of the
film explored the journey of a student throughout a day.

Film 1: ‘Venetian Threshold’. (Author. 2006) fig 3
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Film 2: ‘Imaginary Construction’. (Author. 2006) fig 4

Film 3: ‘Film School’. (Author. 2007) fig 5
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chapter 1: introduction

This essay examines the possibility of using ‘filmic transitions’
to provide urban designers with a ‘transition palette’ to
structure space for an increasingly mobile society.
Throughout this essay the term transition space refers to
the changing of one space with another. Our time spent
journeying has grown substantially over the last two hundred
years as our urban centres have expanded, populations have
migrated, and through the advance of technologies we have
become more mobile and transport dependant. The view of
this essay is that whilst our experience of transition space has
expanded, the tools and perspectives from which we design
our cities have stayed relatively unchanged for centuries and
have largely focused on space from a static view point. This
static perspective can be seen in the majority of urban design
approaches, including masterplans, sections, elevations and
even 3D models, and allows space to be observed outside
of time and movement, providing the viewer with a paused
snapshot of space, an abstraction of reality.
However, our actual view of transition space is not static, it
is mobile and viewed ‘in a continuous light’ as a stream of
juxtaposing and collaging layers. (Murch, W. 2001). Although
the static approach appears to have become the mainstream
default, over the years a wide range of theorists such as
Walter Benjamin, Guy Debord, Gordon Cullen, Colin Rowe
and Juhani Pallasmaa have attempted to look at space in
a different way and advocate that we explore space from
a mobile perspective. Techniques that these theorists have
sought to employ include the ‘psychogeographer’s derive’,
which examines how a person might drop their motives and
be drawn by the attraction of the terrain, to those who have
advocated a more phenomenological view of transition space,
in particular how our senses are constantly juxtaposing and
collaging the spatial experience around us.
With our ability to transit in different ways continuing to
expand, urban designers need to consider how we could
read and intervene within these transition spaces. This has
led me to investigate further the theories of those who have
advocated exploring space from a transitional perspective
and combine this with my existing knowledge of using film as
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a design tool. This study explores the possibility of using filmic
processes to structure the space through which we journey.
In order to understand the potential of film as a means to
explore transition space, it is first necessary to understand
the effect it has on us as viewers, and how the streaming of
still frames at a rate of 24 per second can fool our eyes into
seeing a ‘persistence of vision’ and furthermore stimulate
our mind into believing we are part of a ‘filmic space’.
Combine this experience with the film editing process and
suddenly the film maker has the power to restructure space
for our senses, to move through space. It is this very editing
process that could provide urban designers with the means to
intervene and design in space from a transition perspective,
and become part of the process rather than merely static
observers.
‘The process of viewing a film turns the viewer into a bodiless
observer, the illusory cinematic space gives the viewer back
his/her body, as the experiential haptic and motor space
provides powerful kinaesthetic experiences. A film is viewed
with the muscles and skin as much as by the eyes.’
(Pallasmaa, J. 2005 p.18)
Parallel to the expansion of transition space, filmic processes
have become ever more prevalent in our day to day lives. So
much so that according to Stephan Doesinger they have even
begun to impact upon the way we journey through space.
‘People journey continuously back and forth, and in so doing
construct memories, which become an internalised, often
unconscious filmic process of capturing and editing. We are all
the time making mental movies, and this in a sense is how we
consume the city: layered, superimposed fragments loosely
associated with faces and conversations, which we can then
recall and reconsume later, when remembering.’
(Doesinger, S. 1998 p.85)

Road trip still, Downtown Chicago. (Author. 2009) fig 6
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It appears that we already have the skills to read ‘filmic space’
filmicly and what is actually needed is a ‘transition palette’
to use these skills. In creating the ‘transition palette’ it was
necessary to focus this study upon the filmic mechanism that
film makers use to transition scenes; the ‘filmic transition’.
Beyond the mechanical process of splicing and overlapping
film there are a large array of ‘filmic transitions’, including
cuts and fades, special effects and pre-production pans
and zooms, which play as an important a role in how film is
read as the frames that sit on either side of them. The ‘filmic
transition’ not only allows a director to structure and control
the ethereal stream of space and narrative that occurs within
the frame but, because it sits outside of the frame in the realm
of filmic syntax, it is universal in meaning and not specific to
an individual scene or narrative. Thus the ‘filmic transition’s’
ability to structure the ethereal delivery of frames whilst
remaining detached, gives it unique properties that could be
used to alter the way we perceive the transition of space and
result in the production of new sequences of space structured
by cinematic thinking.
The United States was selected as the filmic backdrop for
gathering suitable filmic material to conduct this exploration
of transition space, largely due to its rapid growth within
the same era as film, as well as it being synonymous as
film’s adopted home. The resulting footage, captured whilst
journeying from San Francisco to New York, yielded a wide
range of transition space typologies which were examined
for structural similarities with ‘filmic transitions’ in order to find
their metaphorical equivalents.
The findings of this exploration of transition space suggested
that there are many metaphorical similarities between ‘filmic
transitions’ and spatial transitions. The analysis inspired
the author to create a palette of ‘filmic transitions’ for urban
designers. The ambition of the ‘transition palette’ is that it
introduces the possibility of using filmic processes to explore
transition space and becomes an additional tool to shape our
cities from a much needed mobile perspective.
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The most common ‘filmic transition’; ‘the cut’, is defined within
transition space as the point where two different spaces with
different spatial qualities are displaced by a strong line or
edge.
‘Filmic dissolves’ within transition space are characterised
by the gradual overlapping or infestation of one space with
another where one set of elements build to a crescendo and
another set dissolve away.
The ‘filmic pan’ is found when approaching large vertical
elements, such as skyscrapers, from a curving path thus
giving the impression that the vertical element is panning
back and forth across the screen.
The essay is structured into six chapters the first being the
introduction. The second chapter, a background literature
review, sets out the argument for a filmic approach to reading
and intervening within space from a mobile perspective.
Following the literature review, the third chapter sets out the
research aims and methods for undertaking this exploration
of the ‘film-architecture praxis’. The fourth chapter presents
twelve metaphoric instances of ‘filmic transitions’ found
within the captured United States road trip footage. These
twelve instances were then further distilled and abstracted,
the results of which can be found in chapter five’s ‘transition
palette’. Chapter five also contains a test of the palette’s
usefulness as an additional tool for urban designers. The sixth
chapter, the conclusion, draws together the findings from
the essay, critically reflecting upon the ‘transition palette’ and
proposing future avenues of research.

cut

close up shot

cut line				

deep shot					

cut line

close up			

horizontal cut

dissolve

desert and road

appearance of vegetation and telecommunications

signage, barns, temporary structures

permanent structures irrigation

pan

		

tower and skyline		

road curve facilitates pan		

tower and skyline continue to pan				
Transition Palette Extracts.
(Author & Kashdan-Brown, J. 2011) fig 7
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chapter 2: literature review

As mentioned in the preface, the relationship between film
and architecture in existing literature, has largely concentrated
on film as a contaminant of the design process instead of
considering the prevalence of research that examines the way
film portrays architecture. This inevitably means that existing
research into how film could help structure space is sparse,
causing on one hand a dilemma for gathering research, but
also affirming this as an exciting opportunity to explore new
ground. With this in mind the review of existing literature
comprises a selective critique of theorists’ views taken from
the fields of urban design, phenomenology and film, focusing
on current and historic trends towards the design of transition
space. To date, the design of space has largely been carried
out from a static perspective. This review demonstrates
the need for an approach that embraces the increasingly
mobile trends of our society, whilst gradually introducing the
argument that through haptic motor stimulation, film has the
potential to provide us with such an approach - ‘filmic space’.

The principle benefit of a masterplan’s static view is its ability
to capture a frozen snapshot of an entire city, abstracting the
transitory reality, in order for designers to start comprehending
its complexity. As well as the masterplan urban designers
have utilised elevations and sections to examine the detail
and proportion of spaces further, but as with the masterplan
they only allow the user to read space from the static
perspective. Our true view of space is far different from our
‘design view’ of space; instead of being static, we perceive
space from a mobile perspective where views endlessly
juxtapose.
‘Visualizing the environment’s effect is matter of cognitive and
all sensory engagements as well as visual. The vast majority
of urban planners and designers have reduced the human
experience of environment to mainly what can be visually taken
from (ahistoric) maps and models.’
(Guy, S. Adams, M. 2007 p.12)

static perspective

The starting point of this literature review observes that the
majority of existing urban design tools explore space from a
static perspective where the viewer is able to absorb in detail
a space outside the constraints of time and movement. This
paused snapshot of space is an abstraction of how space is
actually viewed from a moving perspective, and is arguably
the view from which space is designed and can be seen in the
majority of urban design approaches including masterplans,
sections, elevations and even 3D models.
Giambattista Nolli’s plan of Rome ‘La nouva topgrafia di
Roma Comasco ca. 1692-1756,’ is often regarded as one of
the earliest examples of a masterplan and was revolutionary
in the way that it allowed urban designers to comprehend
the entirety of a city from a single perspective. It proved so
successful that it remained in use until the 1970s and has
provided the template for masterplans across the world.
(Arnold, D. 2003)

From a physiological point of view, our visual outlook of space
makes up just one fifth of the information being streamed and
absorbed with hearing, touch, smell and taste all contributing
to our phenomenological perception of space.
‘With equal clarity, the visual paradigm is the prevailing
condition in city planning, from the idealised town plans of
the Renaissance to the Functionalist principles of zoning and
planning that reflect the ‘hygiene of the optical’. In particular,
the contemporary city is increasingly the city of the eye,
detached from the body by rapid motorised movement,
or through the overall aerial grasp from an airplane. The
processes of planning have favoured the idealising and
disembodied Cartesian eye of control and detachment; city
plans are highly idealised and schematised visions seen
through ‘le regard surplombant (the look from above), as
defined by Jean Starobinski, or through ‘the mind’s eye’ of
Plato.’
(Pallasmaa, J. 2005 p.29)
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The static approach to design could be described as a
decision to simplify and abstract space. This abstraction
of design has resulted in it losing many of the ethereal
qualities of real space. In the late 20th and 21st century
urban designers have sought to address this through the
introduction of computer generated 3D models. These
models have shifted from crude polygon renders into
detailed photo realistic animations, which attempt to simulate
‘transition space’. However, these models are more often
than not the product of static information generated from
masterplans, sections and elevations. Whilst all of these
help us to understand how it might feel to journey space,
their usefulness with regards to designing from a transitional
perspective is hampered by their static origins.
It is not the intention of this review to dismiss the static
perspective and its associated approaches as they have
clearly demonstrated themselves to be effective. The purpose
instead is to draw to the attention of the reader the possibility
of supplementing the static perspective with an approach
and a tool for structuring space from a moving perspective,
adding a design approach that is closer to how we experience
space.

3D massing model, Saigon South,
Skidmore Owings & Merrill, 1993-2030. (Powell, K. 2000) fig 8

100m

Photographic detail: La nuova topografia di Roma Comasco,
Giambattista Nolli, ca. 1692-1756. (UC Berkeley Library. 2009) fig 9
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walking space

This review has identified the static perspective as the default
for mainstream urban design, however, there are a number of
theorists who have advocated the intervention and design of
space from a more mobile perspective.
The starting point for this investigation is the work of 19th
century poet Charles Baudelaire and his fictional character the
‘flâneur’, whose name is derived from the French verb ‘flâner’
meaning ‘to stroll’, and whose characteristics are defined as a
person who walks the city in order to experience it.
The 20th century German philosopher Walter Benjamin
recognised the ‘flâneur’s’ ability to analytically observe space
whilst in transit as a potential tool for urban designers to
shape the city. But even at it’s inception, in the 19th century,
the ‘flâneur’s’ characteristics of leisurely strolling arcades
would appear geographically trapped within the Parisian
arcades as the industrial landscape transformed the pace and
nature of urban space around him.

Following in the footsteps of Baudelair’s ‘flâneur’ came
the ‘Situationist International’ who through their leading
protagonist Guy Deboard developed ‘psychogeography’
as a means to map the collision between geography and
psychology. Like the ‘flâneur’, psychogegraphers advocated
walking as a means to explore the city proposing a number
of theories, one of which the dérive, sought to make the
experience of urban walking a more conscious experiment.
Theory of the dérive
‘A technique of transient passage through varied ambiances
…In a dérive one or more persons during a certain period drop
their usual motives for movement and action, their relations,
their work and leisure activities, and let themselves be drawn
by the attractions of the terrain and encounters they find there.’
(Debord, G. 1958 p.11)

‘That anamnestic intoxication in which the ‘flâneur’ goes about
the city not only feeds the sensory data taking shape before
his eyes but often possesses itself of abstract knowledge –
indeed, of dead facts – as something experienced and lived
through.’
(Benjamin, W. 2002 p.417)
Rebecca Solnit writes of the ‘flâneur’s’ link to Paris stating that
‘...to this day Paris is the only one among the large cities which
can be comfortably covered on foot, and more than any other
city it is dependant for its liveliness on people who pass by in
the streets, so that the modern automobile traffic endangers its
very existence not only for technical reasons.’
(Solnit, R. 2001 p.211)

The Passage de l’Opéra, Paris, 1822.
(Benjamin, W. 2002 p.49) fig 10
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At the same time as the ‘Situationist International’ were
proposing new ways for exploring and reshaping cities, a
number of urban designers, who were no doubt inspired to
some degree by their theoretical contemporaries, were also
beginning to explore the possibility of intervening in space
from a transitional perspective. One such urban designer,
Gordon Cullen put forward, in his 1961 book ‘The Concise
Townscape’, his own theory for studying space whilst walking.
Cullen proposed that all elements of our environment
are linked through the art of relationships and that these
relationships are transformed through existing and emerging
views, describing the movement between the two views as
‘visual jerks’. Whilst Cullen realises that this linkage within
existing space is fortuitous he posed the question.

However, Cullen’s ‘serial vision’ suggested implementation,
largely through examples of pre 21st century relationships,
seems over simplified and inflexible in the face of the needs
and requirements of modern environments. This view was not
lost on critics of ‘Townscape’ who suggested to Cullen that
he should include examples of contemporary relationships,
to which he replied that ‘...they are far too few for it to make
sense to include.’ (Cullen, G. 1961). It would therefore seem
that there needs to be a less discriminatory way of exploring
spatial relationships than the comparison of one space with
another, a medium and praxis that lie outside the realm
of architecture that can cast an analytical eye over space,
providing a structural framework whilst being liberated from
spatial comparisons - ‘filmic space’?

‘Suppose, however, that we take over this linkage as a branch
of the art of relationship; then we are finding a tool with which
human imagination can begin to mould the city into a coherent
drama.’

Cullen’s ‘serial vision’, with its sequential sketch based views
of journeying through the city, would seem to have parallels
with the Situationist dérive, its notion of being drawn by the
attraction of the terrain, the ‘flâneur’s’ tendency towards a
detached but aesthetically attuned observer, and also the
modern day photographic tourist who armed with a camera
appears to have become the modern day ‘flâneur’.

(Cullen, G. 1961 p.9)
This manipulation of the environment, from the perspective of
moving through space, Cullen terms as ‘serial vision’. Cullen
goes on to find examples of existing environments where he
considers successful spatial relationships have occurred,
drawing heavily upon pre 20th century typologies to form
an almost encyclopaedic database of relationships for the
application of ‘serial vision’.
Parallels between Cullen’s ‘serial vision’, consisting of
unfolding spatial relationships as a sequence of existing
and emerging views, can be drawn with the filmic process.
Firstly his capture technique, of equally paced sketches
through space, has similarities to the storyboarding technique
used by directors to map out a film. Secondly his use of the
word ‘jerk’ to describe the switching point between existing
and emerging views could be seen as a simple linguistic
description of the movement between frames, a ‘persistence
of vision’.

‘The photographer is an armed version of the solitary walker
reconnoitring, stalking, cruising the urban inferno, the
voyeuristic stroller who discovers the city as a landscape
of voluptuous extremes. Adept of the joys of watching,
connoisseur of empathy, the ‘flâneur’ finds the world
‘picturesque.’
(Sontag, S. 1979 p.55)

Serial Vision sequential sketches.
(Cullen, G. 1961 p.17) fig 11
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collaging space

The idea that the modern day ‘flâneur’ is comparable to the
photographic tourist, who creates an almost collage like
memory on film of his movement through space, leads to the
next significant shift in transition space thinking demonstrated
in the work of architectural historian Colin Rowe. Twenty
years after both the Situationist and Cullen’s ‘serial vision’,
but clearly still inspired by them, Rowe suggests in his
book ‘Collage City’ that we look at the city as a collage,
stating that ‘Since the 17th century the city has become a
‘didactic instrument’ consisting of ‘ambiguous and composite
buildings’.
(Rowe, C. 1978 p.121)
Rowe suggests that cities are the product of ceaseless
fragmentation, collision, superimposition and contamination
imposed by successive generations. The view of space
collaging seems most relevant when considered from a
mobile perspective where space is endlessly juxtaposed
outside the controlled views of elevations, plans and sections
that its creator intended.
The notion that space is an endless collage in front of our
eyes becomes more interesting when considered in the
context of how our eyes work with regards to our field of
view. Our field of view is made up of focused and unfocused
information. The focused information known as our foveal
(central) vision is a narrow cone of sight that allows
information directly in line with our sight to be in focus. The
unfocused information at the edges of our eyes is known as
peripheral vision and consists of information outside of our
line of sight. Foveal vision provides us with a relatively small
area of detail; our peripheral vision provides us with a wider
field of view to recognise forms and shapes, ‘…helping in the
delivery of sensations which form the background of detailed
visual perception.’ (Hunziker, H,W. 2006 p.72). It is therefore
necessary for our eyes to scan a space in order for us to
understand it fully. It would therefore seem that our eyes are
set up to see space as an unfolding and changing collage as
we journey through it.

‘Unconscious peripheral perception transforms retinal gestalt
into spatial bodily experiences. Peripheral vision integrates us
with space, while focused vision pushes us out of the space,
making us mere spectators’
(Pallasmaa, J. 2005 p.13)
As well as the collaging of built space there are many other
layers which are transitory in their nature and are discarded
during the design process. ‘Breathing Cities: the architecture
of movement’ begins to examine these streams, citing a 3D
model of San Francisco, which whilst incredibly detailed in
terms of built form lacked any virtual reality including:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Flow of people, commuters, shoppers, 			
homeless, tourist
Transportation of goods
Infrastructure
Litter, grime, dirt
Rats, pigeons, cats, foxes, insects
Atmosphere, smog, fog etc

(Barley, N. 2000 p.5)

Spatial Ingredients, Columbus Day,
Times Square New York 2009. (Author. 2009) fig 12
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This list of ingredients suggests an additional layer within
space where transitory elements juxtapose to create an
ethereal collage of space. Juhani Pallasmaa also suggests
in the ‘Architecture of Illusion’ that 3D models are highly
photogenic. Their raw state means that they are not enough
on their own, proposing instead that we could learn more
about the ethereal qualities of our environment through
cinema. He goes on to suggest that over the last 100 years,
since films invention, we have become naturally adept at
reading space filmically.

Film maker and Architect Patrick Keiller explores the
‘psychogeography’ of modern day London in his 1997 film
‘Robinson in Space’, where he reinvents Daniel Dafoe’s
Robinson as a modern day ‘flâneur’ who carefully constructs
the journey of a virtual tourist. Similarly, writer Ian Sinclair and
film maker Chris Petie explore a modern take on the ‘flâneur’
in their 2002 film ‘London Orbital’. In the film the pair set out
to explore the M25 ring road by both walking and driving it,
all the time scavenging facts in order to feed the mind of the
‘flâneur’.

‘…we are highly trained and sophisticated viewers, our tastes
formed by a century of expert and sensitive portrayals of
buildings and urban environments.’

‘The soul of a road lies in its tributaries’

(Thomas, M & Penz, F. 2003 p.158)

‘The motorway with its fetishist armoury chains and gantries,
grease and rubber losses its grip, ghostly voices fade into an
estuarine landscape, place over rides personality.’

It would also seem important that in this examination of
approaches to designing from a mobile perspective, that
any new approach is able to capture and register not just
the collaging of built space but also the collaging of ethereal
space.
The observation of ethereal space whilst journeying requires
an approach not dissimilar to the ‘flâneur’s’ ability to feed
upon sensory data and possess knowledge of dead facts as
something experienced and lived through. However, the 20th
and 21st century has seen the nature of the ‘flâneur’ change
from that of a gentleman stroller to a stalker, scavenging
the environment for remnants of the Parisian arcades in
a world where the ability to drop motive and wander has
been restricted by the regulated nature of transition spaces,
sidewalks and motorways.

‘Movement provokes memory’

(Sinclair, I. Petit, C. (dir), 2002)
What is perhaps most interesting about the film is how the
journey is told through CCTV footage and a dashboard
mounted camera, conveying on one hand the fate of the
‘flâneur’ and his inability to stroll, derive in the modern world,
but on the other hand his new found ability to keep pace with
society whilst analytically observing space.

‘The dictatorship of the automobile, pilot-product of the first
phase of commodity abundance, has been stamped into
the environment with the domination of the freeway, which
dislocates old urban centres and requires an ever-larger
dispersion.’
(Debord, G. 1967 p.173-4)
Frames from: London Orbital.
(Sinclair, I. Petit, C. (dir), 2002) fig 13
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transition space

So far this review has identified the complexity of transition
space with regards to collage and ethereal qualities and the
problems of only exploring these complexities from a static
perspective, which will only become further exacerbated
when considered within the context that transition space is
continuing to grow. Despite some theorists advocating that
the IT revolution would lead to us returning to a more static
existence, we are in fact increasingly spending more and
more time in transit. The infrastructure of transition space has
grown from the mass transit systems of the 18th and 19th
centuries to include private transition infrastructure in the form
of the automobile in the 20th and 21st centuries.
‘The impact of self – powered modes of transportation upon
Western society can be measured in terms of ownership: the
60 million vehicles of 1950 had accelerated to 535 million
by 2000, or the equivalent of one vehicle each for 9% of the
world’s population.’

‘The first time I saw it happen nothing registered on my
conscious mind, because it all seemed so natural – as the car
in front turned down the off-ramp of the San Diego freeway, the
girl beside the driver pulled down the sun-visor and used the
mirror on the back of it to tidy her hair. Only when I had seen a
couple more incidents of the kind did I catch their import: that
coming off the freeway is coming in from outdoors. A domestic
or sociable journey in Los Angeles does not end so much at
the door of one’s destination as at the off-ramp of the freeway,
the mile or two of ground-level streets counts as no more than
the front drive of the house.’
‘In part, this is a comment on the sheer vastness of the
movement patterns of Los Angeles, but more than that it is an
acknowledgement that the freeway system in its totality is now
a single comprehensible place, a coherent stage of mind, a
complete way of life, the fourth ecology of the Angeleno.’
(Banham, R. 1973 p.213)

(Hoete, A. 2003 p.13)
This exponential growth in an individual’s ability to transit has
led us to question spatial boundaries, shifting our perception
of city limits and the distance we are willing to journey. Colin
Clarke suggests that before the advent of motorised transport
‘…city boundaries were limited to the distance a citizen
could walk in one hour.’ (Hoete, A. 2003 p.87). This increase
has in turn led to the transition space between destinations
fluctuating and pulsing as it is occupied by streams of traffic.
The increasing time spent in these streams has led our
perception of thresholds to expand as we cross boundaries.
In Reyner Banham ‘Los Angeles; The Architecture of four
ecologies’, he observes this expansion of transition space
suggesting that in its extrusion we consider points within our
journey like extensions to our destination space.
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This section so far has outlined how current static perspective
techniques are unable to observe and record the complexity
of transition space with regards to the streams of built and
ethereal information it contains. Combined with its rapid
growth it seems logical that we look for an additional design
approach from the static perspective. The next section will
explore the medium of film as the starting point for such an
approach proposing that it has the necessary qualities to
observe and intervene in the design of transition space.

Road trip still, Interstate 110 Los Angeles. (Author. 2009) fig 14
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filmic space

With the review of transition space literature concluding with
current thinking, the remainder of this chapter will examine
the potential of ‘filmic space’ as an approach and tool for
intervening and designing from a mobile perspective. It will
propose that the existing infiltration of film on our lives is such
that we already view space filmicly and all that is needed, to
make the switch to designing from this perspective, is a filmic
tool to guide and structure space from a mobile perspective.
Film’s birth in the late 19th early 20th century, and its
coincidence with the advent of mass transit, has seen the
creation of a new typology of transition based architecture
and infrastructure clearly inspired by the modernity of the
moving image. The parallel development of these two fields,
which seem to almost overlap in the way that they deliver an
edited outlook on space, would seem destined to collide in a
new experience of designing and intervening in space from a
mobile perspective.
‘By changing the relation between spatial perception and
bodily motion, the new architectures of transit and travel culture
prepared the ground for the invention of the moving image, the
very epitome of modernity.’

In order to understand the potential of film as a means to
explore transition space it is first necessary to understand
the effect it has on us as viewers and how the streaming of
still frames at a rate of 24 per second can fool our eyes into
seeing a ‘persistence of vision’ and further more stimulate our
mind into believing we are part of a ‘filmic space’.
‘The process of viewing a film turns the viewer into a bodiless
observer, the illusory cinematic space gives the viewer back
his/her body, as the experiential haptic and motor space
provides powerful kinaesthetic experiences. A film is viewed
with the muscles and skin as much as by the eyes.’
(Pallasmaa, J. 2005 p.18)
Benjamin’s theory that viewing film engages our haptic
sense through our eyes led Giuliana Bruno to suggest that
the experience turns us into filmic ‘flâneurs’ as we become
emotionally engaged that ‘…movie going in urban culture is
essentially signified through challenges put by modernity; in
other words movie going is an imaginary “form of ‘flâneur’ie’.
(Bruno, G. 2008 p.17)

(Bruno,G. 2002 p.17)

Collision between transition and film. Christmas, Beverly Hills.
(My Life. 2010) fig 15
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The lens and the eye, Man With A Movie Camera.
(Vertov, D. (dir), 1929) fig 16

It is interesting to consider that during the editing process
where frames are assembled, the film maker is essentially
constructing a space for our senses to experience journeying.
Amir Soltani in his paper Cinesensory: ‘A Filmic Design
for Mapping Haptic Space’, ponders the question ‘Can
experimenting with creative geography in filmic concepts be
reinvented and newly utilised in deciphering sense of place
from new cinesensorial ways of visualizing the (affects of)
environment?

It would seem plausible that film and the process of editing
could provide us with the means to intervene and design
space from a sensory perspective where we become part of
the process rather than merely static observers.

‘To build a theoretical map of an architectonics as mobile as
that of motion pictures, one must use a travelling lens and
make room for the sensory spatiality of film, for apprehension
of space, including ‘filmic space’, occurs through an
engagement with touch and movement. Our site-seeing tour
follows this intimate path of mobilized visual space, “erring”
from architectural artistic sites to moving pictures. Haptically
driven, the atlas finds a design for ‘filmic space’ within the
delicate cartography of emotion, that sentient place that exist
between the map, the wall, and the screen.’

(Soltani, A. 2008 p.2)
(Bruno,G. 2002 p.16)

The Bradbury Building, Los Angeles, frame from: Blade Runner. (Scott, R. (dir), 1982) fig 17
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The process of viewing film would also seem to have parallels
with Colin Rowe’s theory of the city as a collage as both are
the product of fragments joined together to make a whole.
The collaging effect seems most prevalent when considered
from the abstracted perspective of a series of transition
spaces. Here space is endlessly juxtaposed outside of the
controlled views of elevations, plans, sections that its creator
intended. This naturally occurring collage effect also occurs
in film, particularly during sequences where the camera is
moving through space. However, the major difference with
film and reality is that the director with his analytical eye
has the means to control the collaging effect through the
process of editing. The potential of this is that we are able
to analytically design and intervene through ‘filmic space’
in a manner that resembles Walter Benjamin’s plans for the
‘flâneur’ as an urban design tool to investigate the sensory
qualities of space.
‘We do not live in an objective world of matter and facts, as
commonplace naïve realism assumes. The characteristically
human mode of existence takes place in the worlds
possibilities, moulded by our capacities to fantasy and
imagination. We live in worlds of the mind, in which the material
and the mental, as well as the experienced, remembered and
imagined, completely fuse into each other. As a consequence,
the lived reality does not follow the rules of space and time as
defined by the science of physics in fact, we can say that the
lived world is fundamentally ‘unscientific’ when measured by
the criteria of Western empirical science.’
(Pallasmaa, J. 2009 p.127)

Juhani Pallasmaa suggests that our experience of space is
perhaps not as linear and scientific as we might imagine,
instead it seems that our capacity to remember and imagine
means that our experience is existential and not simply a
continuous stream. As we journey through space we are all
the time introducing memories which are part of an almost
subconscious editing of space. This ability to naturally edit no
doubt helps us to read film which Walter Murch points out is
itself a seemingly unnatural process with its ‘...instantaneous
displacement of one field of vision with another’.
(Murch, W. 2001 p.5)
It would also appear that the amount of filmic media we are
bombarded with as individuals is shifting the way in which we
read space towards a more filmic stance. Stephen Doesinger
suggests in his article ‘Sim City’ that this process is resulting
in us living our lives in an increasingly filmic manner.
‘People journey continuously back and forth, and in so doing
construct memories, which become an internalised, often
unconscious filmic process of capturing and editing. We are all
the time making mental movies, and this in the sense is how
we consume the city: layered superimposed fragments loosely
associated with faces and conversations, which we can then
recall and reconsume later, when remembering.’
(Doesinger, S. 1998 p.85)
Doesinger’s article suggests that we are becoming
increasingly adept at reading space filmically, which in the
context of this filmic review of transition space implies that we
have reached a point where films infiltration is such that what
we now require, in order to start intervening and designing
space from a filmic perspective, is the ability to edit and
structure our readings of space.
As well as our ability to read space filmically our ability to
manipulate film has been transformed by the advent of digital
technology, in the form of mainstream consumer goods such
as camcorders and computers, allowing us for the first time
in history to access to the other side of the filmic experience,
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that of directing and editing film. With this advancement in
technology it is now possible for the filmic process to be
integrated into other devices such as mobile phones and
laptops allowing us to record and edit our environment in an
almost subconscious manner. Alongside this ability to use the
technology much of the vocabulary, previously the preserve
of the filmic elite, has been brought into the mainstream as
James Monaco writes in his fourth edition of ‘How to Read a
Film’.
‘The techniques and vocabulary of the film editor, sound mixer,
and special-effects technician were as arcane and mysterious
to the average, reader as the professional lingo of printers and
publishers then was. Now, the remarkable microcomputer
revolution of the past thirty years has made fades and flip
wipes as familiar as fonts and folios. The work of the filmmaker
like that of the publisher is no longer mysterious. Indeed it is so
easy for newcomers to accomplish these effects that they may
wonder what all the fuss was about.’
(Monaco, J. 2008 p.154)

Early film camera, Bell & Howell Model 2709.
(Retro Thing. 2010) fig 18

Modern home digital camera.
(Welch, D. 2009) fig 19

Early editing with Moviola.
(Efestop. 2010) fig 20

Modern digital editing software on home computer.
(Author. 2011) fig 21

As this review of transition space draws to a close it would
seem that the most critical finding, with regards to proposing
the use of film for exploring transition space from a mobile
perspective, is how film has infiltrated our lives over the past
100 years causing us to unconsciously edit space whilst
journeying. It therefore seems that the filmic knowledge
already exists and what we actually require is a tool that can
help us structure our findings. The next chapter explores the
design and development of such an approach, proposing a
palette of ‘filmic transitions’ as the required tool which can
help existing urban design approaches overcome the issues
of our increasingly mobile society and the growth of transition
space.
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chapter 3: research design
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So far the review of existing transition space literature has
identified the potential of ‘filmic space’ as an additional
approach for intervening in urban space. This chapter starts
off by setting out the overall stages undertaken to carry out
research into ‘filmic space’. Following on after, there is a more
detailed examination of the research design which, through a
series of aims and methods, outline the decisions undertaken
in order to accomplish this filmic exploration of transition
space. After this there is a critical analysis of the methods
chosen to undertake this research.

•

The first stage of research was a secondary source
literature review examining existing interfaces between
film and architecture which lead to a more detailed
review of literature concerning film-syntax and finally
‘filmic transitions’ (chapter 2).

•

The second stage of research, made possible by
the findings of the literature review, was to plan and
then undertake the capture of primary source footage in
the United States (chapters 3 and 4).

The following bullet points set out in a linear sequence the
main stages of the research design found within this chapter.
Whilst on the whole these stages have been carried out
sequentially, it is important to recognise that over the course
of writing this essay all have been revisited and improved as
the ongoing process of research has yielded new findings.

•

The third stage was to take the captured footage and
start to analyse it for incidents of transitions and 		
compile these alongside their filmic counterparts 		
(chapter 4).

•

Following on from the captured footage analysis,
further abstraction of the transition incidents were
made resulting in the creation of the ‘transition palette’
(chapter 5).

•

The fifth stage of the research design was the 		
employment of the created ‘transition palette’ in the
reading and intervention of a section of transition
space (chapter 5).

•

The final stage of the research design was to critically
reflect upon both the methods chosen to carry out this
essay and the effectiveness of the created transition
palette in reading and intervening within transition
space (chapter 6).

Road trip still, Kayenta, Arizona, Speedys gas station. (Author. 2009) fig 22
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The first aim of this research design, into the examination
of using film to read and intervene in transition space, was
to refine the area of filmic investigation. Although film has
only been in existence for just over a hundred years its rapid
development has led it to become a complex academic field
with many sub areas which could be explored in the quest
for an approach to shape and structure transition space. My
previous experience of using film to design (in the Bachelor
of Architecture) led me to appreciate films ability to control
and structure the way we journey between spaces, and whilst
I was naive to the complexity of its syntax I felt that I had
unlocked a new method for designing a building from this
perspective. It therefore made sense to start this research
by examining further the ‘filmic transition’ in the belief that
it would yield a similar breakthrough when attempting to
develop a method to structure space at the city scale.
In Walter Murch’s book ‘In the blink of an eye’ he points out
that it is amazing that the ‘filmic transition’ works at all; ‘…
since nothing in our day-to-day experience seems to prepare
us for such a thing. In fact, for hundreds of millions of years
life on Earth has been experienced in a continuous light. Then
suddenly human beings were confronted with something elseedited film. Under these circumstances, it wouldn’t have been
at all surprising to find that our brains had been “wired” by
evolution and experience to reject film editing. The discovery
early in the 20th century that certain kinds of cutting “worked”
led almost immediately to the discovery that films could be
shot discontinuously, which was the cinematic equivalent of
the discovery of flight.’
(Murch, W. 2001 p.5-6)
The ‘filmic transition’ is a device by which film makers edit
shots together and from an architectural perspective could be
viewed as a threshold, ‘the point at which something begins
or changes.’ (Encarta, 2011). Beyond the mechanical process
of splicing and overlapping film there is a large array of ‘filmic
transitions’ which play as an important a role in how film is
read, structured and delivered as the frames that sit on either
side of them.
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The ‘filmic transition’ not only allows a director to structure
and control the ethereal stream of space and narrative that
occurs within the frame, but because it sits outside of the
frame in the realm of filmic syntax it is universal in meaning
and not specific to an individual scene or narrative. Thus the
‘filmic transitions’ ability to structure the ethereal delivery of
frames, whilst remaining detached, gives it unique properties
that could be transposed across the vast array of urban and
rural transition space typologies.

cut Psycho (1960)

match cut 2001 A Space Odyssey

cross cut The Godfather (1972)
jump cut Buffalo ‘66 (1998)
fade to black Breathless (1960)

pre cut Rope (1948)
fade to white Apocalypse Now (1960)

dissolve La jetée (1962)
Wipe Star Wars (1977)
Track A Touch of Evil (1958)

Pan Passenger (1975)
Zoom Vertigo (1958)
Filmic transitions. (Author. 2011) fig 23
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After completing the secondary source literature review and
refining the area of film to the ‘filmic transition’, the next step
was to consider how to compare ‘filmic transitions’ with a
section of urban and rural space. Within the context of the
research designs aim it seemed a logical step to start by
capturing moving footage in order to make the comparison
with ‘filmic transitions’. The critical decision made at the start
was to limit the investigation to just a single country in order
to bring focus, continuity and depth as well as staying within
the constraints of time, cost and word count. However, it was
appreciated that such a major decision may have negative
connotation and result in a limited view of transition space,
and for this reason it was necessary to spend considerable
time investigating suitable locations for this investigation. The
first quality such a location would need to posses was a wide
array of transition space typologies including: shifts between
rural and urban space, shifts in density, scale, massing,
height, shifts between organic space and gridded space,
geographical shifts between plains, deserts, forest, and
mountains.
The method chosen to find appropriate transition space
locations for this investigation was a desk based study
which involved looking through films, books, travel guides,
maps and the internet for appropriate locations that might
uncover interesting transitions. Of the methods explored,
the examination of space from a top down view in the online
mapping programme Google Earth proved the most useful
for spotting transition space shifts. Google Earth also made it
possible to plot these potential transition spaces by dropping
a series of markers onto the maps surface, thus enabling
clusters of transitions to be spotted. From this investigation it
became clear that the United States possessed both a varied
and dense array of transition space shifts. Also of interest was
the United States vast array of contemporary environments
created within the last 200 years from current urban design
techniques which still influence our approach to urban design
today.
The second quality sought from transition space was a
connection with film, which made the choice of the United
States even more obvious due to its landscapes being
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instantly recognisable as backdrops to a wide genre of
Hollywood films. Further investigation also revealed the
intriguing possibility that its transition space may have already
been influenced and infiltrated by film due to the coincidental
growth in population, from 50 million in 1880 to 309 million
in 2010, and the resulting expansion in urban environments
coinciding with films inception. (U.S. Census Bureau, 2010).
This combined with the other factors discussed made the
decision of selecting the United States as a backdrop to this
filmic investigation of transition space relatively easy.
The next decision within this investigation was to select an
appropriate method of transit such as: walking, cycling, public
transport or the automobile. As with previous choices it was
felt necessary to limit the investigation to just one method
of transit in order to hone the outcome and demonstrate
the potential of investigating transition space in detail. The
obvious downside to restricting the method of transit was
that much of our experience of transition space is governed
by the method by which we journey. However, it was felt that
imposing a single mode of transport would increase the
investigations chance of being successful and potentially
unlock further opportunities to explore transition space from
other methods in the future. With this in mind selecting the
right method of transport became critical and led to the
following sub aims being drawn up to help in this decision:
The first of these was the ability to capture the sensation of
transiting through space, which is more than just journeying
from A to Z and in the context of this study actually about the
sensation of passing through or even past space. The second
aim was to select a mode of transport that was both able to
traverse the distances found within the previous desk based
study, which in some instances could potentially be hundreds
of miles. The third aim was to select a transit mode which
related to as many users of transition space as possible.

United States filmic backdrop. (Author. 2010) fig 24
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After developing the aims it became a relatively simple task
to select a method of transit: Walking had been the choice
of both the ‘flâneur’ and the ‘Situationist International’, but in
the context of this investigation had to be discarded because
of the potential distance that had been uncovered during
the location selection. Cycling was also discarded because
with only selecting one method of transit it didn’t represent
a large enough number of users and as with walking the
distances involved were too great. Public transport was also
tested and then discarded because it severely limited the
route which could be taken. The automobile, in the context
of this investigations’ aims seemed a relatively logical choice
and despite it being considered by many to have caused
the death of the ‘flâneur’ its ability to journey large distances
with relative ease made it worthy of further investigation.
Whilst having many draw backs with regards to investigating
transition space, including its confinement to the road, it
has become such an integral part of the majority of our lives
that we simply cannot reject it as a means to understanding
transition space. Perhaps one of the most intriguing aspects
of the automobile is the sensation it gives a user of passing
through space. The nature of roads means that they allow us
to cut through space as a means to advance quickly to our
destination, this inevitably means that the car is constantly
offering glimpses of destinations without actually reaching
them. At first this may seem a slightly perverse scenario but
when considered in the context of a transiting observer it
would appear to have similarities with the ‘flâneur’s’ analytical
eye in the way it is able to observe space whilst remaining
detached.

walking
walking

cycling
cycling

		

When both the transition space and the method of
transportation had been selected it was possible to combine
the two sets of data within Google Earth to create a route to
undertake this investigation. Starting on the west coast in San
Francisco, the route wound its way down through California
via Bakersfield, Los Angeles and San Diego. From San Diego
the route started to cross the states from west to east heading
through Las Vegas, Kayenta, Denver, Kansas City, Springfield,
Chicago, Cincinnati and finally ending in New York. Google
Earth also estimated that driving directly between each city
without considering the additional driving to explore transition
space would result in a total journey and exposure to
transition space of some 3,798.61 miles.

public
transport
public transport

automobile
automobile

(Author. 2010) fig 25

methodology
‘A manual for reading and designing transition space’
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Chicago
New York
Denver

San Francisco

Springfield
Kansas City
Bakersfield

Cincinnati

Las Vegas
Kayenta

Los Angeles
San Diego

Selected Route
National Highway System
Greyhound Coach Route Map
Passenger Train Network
U.S. Bicycle Routes Corridors
United States composite network plan. (Author. 2010) fig 26
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With the choice of the automobile made, it was necessary to
think about the main aims for recording transition space. The
first of these was selecting a format for recording that could
capture in sufficient quality and length the necessary qualities
of transition space. The second aim was to be able to mount
the recording device in such a way as to convey to the viewer
the necessary sensations of space and structure. The third
recording aim was to log the transition space in plan or aerial
photograph format in order for later comparison with other
urban design techniques.
The first method, the choice of camera, was actually about the
type of stock, 35mm film or 60 min DV tapes? Films superior
quality to tape would have resulted in spectacular images
worthy of Hollywood, however, the potential transition space
distances involved would mean that at 50mph a 10 minute
reel would run out every 8 miles, whilst a tape on long play
had the potential to last 120 minutes or 100 miles. The other
major disadvantage of film is the fact that it can only be used
once, resulting in the temptation to hold back on using it until
a definite transition is spotted and thus potentially missing
more subtle unforeseen transitions that might be occurring.
Tape on the other hand can be used over and over and with
radical improvements in its technology, due largely to the
introduction of digital recording and editing and more recently
high definition capture, it has bridged much of the gap to

forward camera mount. (Author. 2009) fig 27
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film. After deciding on the tape it was interesting to see that
Ian Sinclair had made a similar decision in ‘London Orbital’,
‘capturing’ the M25 and despite his derogatory comments
towards his subject his decision not to cut and produce a
ceaseless view made a lot of sense.
‘The real problem with the M25 is that it resists filming as
much as it resists editing. This seems partly to do with the
new digital technology which lacks the emulsion shadows
and chemical quality of film, tape is ubiquitous, too flexible
and too accommodating, it can shoot anything, tape is flat,
tape is over bright and electronic, tape is logging a hand held
diary. Film comes in 10 min roles tape in 60 minute cassettes.
The M25 is anti-cinema and tape is anti-image, what other
than a surveillance camera would want to record its ceaseless
un-dramatic motion. The lesson was hard to learn, several
thousand shots and miles of footage but there was no reason
to cut. Edited time made no sense in relation to the subject
and in the end after many wasted hours it was those sentinels
guarding the road which pointed the way. The tape was after
all the answer, because the M25 only begins to make sense if
you don’t switch the camera off.’
(Sinclair, I. Petit, C. (dir), 2002)

forward camera view, Chicago. (Author. 2009) fig 28

With the tape camera selected as the preferred method for
recording a series of tests were undertaken to examine the
best way to mount the camera within the automobile in order
to capture transition space. These tests included establishing
the cameras field of view and more practically finding a
method to safely mount it. It also became critical to ensure
that the camera was level especially when shooting from
the side of the automobile so as not to give the sensation of
travelling diagonally. Similarly, it was also important to get the
right level of tilt on the camera so that the horizon line was
roughly at a constant and neither road nor sky dominated the
shot.

The method selected to fulfil the aim of logging the journey
in top down view was to use a Global Positioning System
to record a track alongside the film. Using this it was then
possible to correlate the GPS track, which records longitude,
latitude and time, with the cameras inbuilt clock to precisely
find coordinates for every second of the captured footage.
This information could then be loaded into Google Earth in
order to coordinate the captured frames with a top down view
and provide the familiar plan view for later spatial analysis.

In terms of the field of view there were two views explored
the front facing and side on. The front facing view was found
to produce a greater depth of field and allowed the viewer
to observe space before it was passed through. The side on
camera gave a more sectional view of space, capturing the
immediate space and also heightening the sense of sudden
change. Both fields of views provided an interestingly different
view of space that when watched back eerily had qualities
of the ‘flâneur’ as a detached observer. This seemed to be
heightened by the fact that the mounts prevented the camera
from panning / gazing / adjusting, remaining focused, dead
ahead, disregarding the draw of the eye.

side camera mount. (Author. 2009) fig 29

side camera view, Chicago. (Author. 2009) fig 30
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On returning from the United States the captured footage
was transferred from thirty two 60 min DV cassettes onto 427
GB of hard disk in order for it to be effectively analysed in an
editing suite. The analysis started by extracting metaphorical
incidents of ‘filmic transitions’ within the captured footage.
This extraction process involved watching the footage over
and over and listing down potential sequences where the
underlying structure of the space had metaphorical similarities
with the corresponding ‘filmic transition’. It was the strength
of the incidents link to its underpinning structure that was
considered most important as this was felt to be the most
transposable criteria when it came to distilling the transitions
essence later on. This extraction process led to the creation of
fifteen transition incidents, however, through further refinement
this was reduced to the twelve which can be found in the
following chapter. The three transitions which did not end up
in the chapter included focus, noise and the ‘L Cut’. These
three were omitted because after further scrutiny they simply
didn’t translate clearly enough from ‘transition space’ to ‘filmic
space’. The analysis of the twelve incidents of transitions
can be found in the following ‘filmic transition’ chapter each
presented with:
•

A technical explanation of the ‘filmic transition’s’ use
within film.

•

The analysis of filmic ‘transition’s’ metaphoric 		
counterparts within the road trip footage.

•

A top down GPS track overlaid onto an aerial Google
Earth image allowing the reader to comprehend the
space from the traditional static masterplan view point.

After compiling the incidents of transitions the next aim was to
present this information in a format that urban designers could
relate to and use alongside existing urban design techniques
in order to read and intervene in space whilst in transit. The
chosen method to meet this aim was to create a ‘transition
palette’ which extracted the essence of each captured
transition type. The aim of the palette was to create something
that urban designers could relate to in the same way that they
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had been able to relate to Colin Rowe’s sequential sketches
for ‘serial vision’. The completed palette can be found in
chapter 5.
The final aim for this research design was to test the ‘transition
palette’ on a section of transition space and critically reflect
upon the findings. The section of transition space selected
for this test was Bristol’s M32 which is an arterial route
connecting Bristol’s centre to the M4 corridor and has a
number of urban design related issues which it was felt the
‘transition palette’ could help address.
The main aim of this test was to assess the palette’s
usefulness to urban designers for reading and intervening
within the M32’s fabric. However, there were a number
of limitations to the test, the first of these being that the
‘transition palette’ was designed as a tool to accompany
existing urban design approaches and not as a standalone
tool. This meant that without also spending vast amounts of
time master planning the M32 corridor the palette’s ability
to integrate with existing urban design tools could not be
assessed. The second limitation faced was again a time issue
concerning involving urban designers in testing out the palette
and obtaining their feedback on its potential usefulness.
Such a test at this early stage in the palette’s development
would have been excessive and time consuming. Instead
it was decided that as the author of this essay and the
creator of the ‘transition palette’ that I should conduct this
test, and dependent upon results propose within this essays
conclusion whether or not to carry out further test.
Despite the limitations mentioned the testing of the ‘transition
palette’ would still yield valuable information regarding
its ability to read and intervene in space from a mobile
perspective. The methods used to conduct this test have
been summarised in the following points:
•

Capture the necessary footage of the M32 using similar
methods to those used to capture the instances earlier
within transition space.

•

Watch back the footage and identify areas for		
intervention including instances where the transition
palette could be used to enhance space as well as
instances where it could be used to replace a spaces
fabric.

•

Present the findings as a series of augmented stills
so that it is possible for readers of this essay to 		
comprehend the impact of the proposed interventions
and judge for themselves the success or failure of the
palette.

DV cassettes used to capture road trip footage. (Author. 2010) fig 31
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chapter 4: filmic space
As already stated in the previous chapter a ‘filmic transition’
allows a director to structure a films flow through space and
narrative whilst sitting outside of the frame. Over time the
repeated use of transitions by directors to structure certain
sequences within film has led each transition to become part
of the filmic syntax. For example cuts are most commonly
used within films to convey an instantaneous switch between
scenes whilst dissolves, on the other hand, are most
commonly used to portray the passage of time between
scenes.
It is the ability of a ‘filmic transition’ to structure our journey
through a film that has led me to explore the possibility of
using it as a means for structuring the space through which
we journey. The chapter is arranged around twelve ‘filmic
transitions’, each being divided into three parts, the first part
explains its role in structuring film, the second part sets it
within the context of a film, and the third part explores it within
the context of the road trip footage as a metaphorical example
within transition space.
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2nd Street Tunnel, Los Angeles, frame from: Blade Runner. (Scott, R. (dir), 1982) fig 32
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|00:49;15

|01:21;24

|01:26;02

|01:26;27

filmic cut Psycho. (Hitchcock, A. (dir), 1960) fig 33
A cut is the point at which two separate sections of film/audio
are spliced together to produce an edit. The cut is the most
widely used of all transitions and is by far the most simple
and unobtrusive way to join frames. Walter Murch points out
that although cuts are perceived as the most natural way
to transition film, ‘...the instantaneous displacement of one
field of vision with another is at odds with how we perceive
space in a continuous light.’ (Murch, W. 2001 p.5). Walter
Murch concludes that it still remains unknown why our bodies
don’t reject this seemingly unnatural process considering
the millions of years of evolution we spent without film,
surmising that without this acceptance pre cut films such
Alfred Hitchcock’s 1948 film ‘Rope’ would have become the
standard.
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|00:09;11

|00:12;10

|00:14;18

Finding a suitable example of a cut has proved difficult due to
its use in almost every film. It was therefore decided that an
example should demonstrate one of the key elements within
film which it has unlocked, montage. Montage involves cutting
a series of shots together in order to deliver narrative to the
viewer and has direct parallels with storytelling in the way it
unfolds. Montage benefits over its opposite ‘mise-en-scène’,
where all narrative information is delivered in a single shot,
because it allows the delivery of narrative to be manipulated
in time. One of the most famous examples of montage is the
shower scene within Alfred Hitchcock’s 1960 film ‘Psycho’
where during the shower scene Marion Crane, played by
Janet Leigh, is murdered. This montage is constructed from a
number of close-ups allowing the narrative to be delivered in
a way that emphasises its psychotic nature, something which
could not have been achieved using ‘mise-en-scène’.

|01:50;20

|01:38;26

|02:45;06

Fin

A cut in transition space has been defined as the point at
where one space is instantaneously displaced by another.
However, because our eyes see space in a persistent
light the notion of an instantaneous cut between spaces
is impossible, so instead a spatial cut refers to a sudden
switch between spaces where for the briefest of moments
both spaces can appear within the same frame. So as not to
confuse this transition with later fades and dissolves, which
are discussed later, the spatial cut is defined by two key
characteristics, firstly a strong division between spaces such
as a vertical edge, and secondly a strong shift in scale, depth,
light etc. Finding an example within the road trip footage
has proved difficult because like ‘filmic space’ ‘transition
space’ is composed largely of this type of transition. So as
with Hitchcock’s, ‘Psycho’ which represented a very pure
and controlled use of cuts through montage, a similar purity
was sought within the road trip footage and was found in
the Manhattan grid. The density, height and repetition of the
Manhattan grid combined with the geographically parallel
rivers of the Hudson and East River just 2.3 miles apart set up
unique conditions for a series of urban cuts. The grid is the
result of the ‘1811 Commissioners Plan’ and covers the land
between 14th Street and Washington Heights. (Bridges, W.
1811). Initially, one might see the streets between the blocks
as the cut or even the blocks themselves as the cut, setting
up a rhythm of structure. Instead it is the edge between the
block and the street that creates the cut. The edge facilitates
the transition between a dark detailed close up and a bright
expansive landscape, allowing the ethereal qualities of space
to be set to a structured tempo.

East 49th Street

Madison Avenue, New York.
(Google. 2010) fig 34
75m
150m
Start

East 35th Street

spatial cut Manhattan section. (Author. 2010) fig 35
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filmic match cut 2001 A Space Odyssey. (Kubrick, S. (dir), 1968) fig 36
David and Kristin Thompson’s book ‘Film Art’ state that
a match cut ‘...emphasise the spatio-temporal continuity
between two scenes linking them both graphically and
metaphorically.’ (Bordwell, D. Thompson, K. 2006 p.469).
In this a match cut will utilise both graphical similarities to
transition smoothly as well as having some meaningful
metaphorical linkage. The continuity and invisibility of editing
within a match cut positions it within cut transitions as the
direct opposite of the jump cut which seeks to break down
continuity and make visible the editing process.
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One of the most famous examples of a match cut can
be found in Stanley Kubrick’s 1968 film ‘2001 A Space
Odyssey’. The match cut is used to transition between the
opening scene, portraying the dawn of man, where a tribe
of herbivorous apes learn to utilise bones as tools, and the
second scene of an orbiting space shot where man appears
to have reached his technological zenith. During the transition
the camera tracks an ape throwing a bone into the air which
as it sores against the blue sky is cut and replaced by an
orbiting space ship. Its form, scale and angle matching that of
the bone thus creating a metaphoric match between the two
scenes.

|13:06;32

|05:57;13

The rhythm and spacing of billboards lining Interstate 15
on the approach to Las Vegas both advertise the Vegas
experience and stake out the future, in effect becoming
structural metaphors of what’s to come. Journeying towards
Las Vegas, the experience of journeying through a match
cut is heightened further by the structural nature of Vegas,
a City largely made up of simple structures adorned
with advertisements. This typology, coined by Venturi as
‘decorated sheds’, strengthens the metaphoric matches
within this transition space and eludes to a pattern of
development explored in space prior to its realisation. Within
‘Learning from Las Vegas’, Venturi talks about this spatial
typology as the symbol before the form and ‘...an architecture
of communication over space.’ (Venturi, R. Brown, D. Izenour
S. 1977 p.8). This can be seen in the final shot of the footage
which ends on the adjacent section of Interstate to the famous
Bellagio casino, marked from its surrounds only by a more
permanent billboard.

150m

Interstate 15.
(Bing Maps. 2010)
fig 37

spatial match cut Las Vegas Interstate 15 approach Interchange. (Author. 2010) fig 38
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filmic cross cut The Godfather. (Coppola, F.F. (dir), 1972) fig 39
Cross cutting refers to the film editing process between
multiple sets of action in different locations that can be
occurring simultaneously or at different times. The purpose
of cross cutting is to add suspense that in time the multiple
threads of narrative will be explained. The speed at which
cross cuts occur within the narrative can further heighten the
level of suspense and tension within a plot. Cross cutting
between scenes at first glance seems to conflict with one of
the major underpinning rules of cinema the ‘reality-effect’,
which requires that within the editing process transitions
maintain the spatial and temporal contiguity of the narrative.
However, Susan Hayward points out that despite the cross
cuts lack of realism the ‘reality-effect’ works because, ‘...we
have been stitched into the narrative as omniscient spectator
we do not question our ability to be in two places at once, in
fact we expect to see it all.’ (Hayward, S. 2005 p.74).
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Towards the end of Francis Ford Coppola 1972 film ‘The
Godfather’, cross cutting is used to convey the simultaneous
assignation of the Corleone rival families, cutting back and
forth to a christening ceremony which Don Michael Corleone,
played by Al Pacino, is attending. The cross cut sequence
allows the viewer to appreciate Corleone’s tension as he waits
for his fate to be determined by the assassination of the other
dons whilst the christening provides a symbolic backdrop for
the birth of Corleone as the new Godfather. The tension and
continuity of the cross cut is further increased by the dialogue
and organ music from the christening playing through the
assassinations.
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As already established cross cuts within film represent the
transition between multiple sets of action from an omnipresent
perspective. As this is not physically possible the cross cut
transition has been explored as a space that allows the
interweaving and crossing of another space. In essence within
urban space the spatial cross cut provides the viewer with
multiple situations in one narrative which can be approached
and observed at different speeds and from different
directions. The suspense and drama created by the filmic
cross cut translates into an increase in rhythm and density as
the transition is approached.
Within the road trip footage stacked interstate junctions were
found to be good examples of spatial cross cuts allowing
multiple events to occupy the same space simultaneously
with minimal interruption. The best example captured was
on approach to the Judge Harry Pregerson Interchange, a
five tier stacked interchange in Los Angles which facilitate
the transition between Interstate 110 and Interstate 105.
Journeying along Interstate 110 toward the interchange the
camera picks up the changing intensity and rhythm of both
moving and static space. Traversing on the lowest tier under
the interchange the camera becomes gradually more and
more aware of the other tiers of transition space temporarily
converging at a point within the narrative before separating
and splitting again into individual streams. (The National
Highway System. 2002).
Judge Harry Pregerson Interchange. (Global Architect Guide. 2010) fig 40

spatial cross cut Los Angeles Judge Harry Pregerson Interchange. (Author. 2010) fig 41
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filmic jump cut Buffalo ‘66. (Gallo, V. (dir), 1998) fig 42
Unlike a match cut, which seeks to create continuity between
scenes, a jump cut breaks the continuity and makes the
viewer conscious of the filmic process. A jump cut sees
successive shots of the same subject varying slightly in
camera position causing the transition to appear to jump. This
deliberate breakdown in the continuity of the filmic process is
often used to convey an extreme state of instability within the
narrative. In order to prevent accidental jump cuts directors
employ the 30 degree rule which states that two successive
shots should vary in angle by 30 degrees, ‘...because such a
shift does not draw attention to itself and is logically motivated
within the narrative.’ (Hayward, S. 2005 p.416).
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‘Buffalo 66’ a 1998 film directed by and starring Vincent Gallo
contains an interesting jump cut at the start. Gallo’s character
Billy Brown has just been released from a five year prison
sentence and on leaving Gowanda State Psychiatric Hospital
he boards a Blue Bird coach bound for downtown Buffalo NY,
during which time the camera jump cuts twice. During the
sequence the camera is positioned in the central aisle of the
coach observing both Billy and the passing landscape. The
jump causes a visual disruption in the shifting landscape,
Billy’s position and the overall position of the frame. It is this
slight variation in continuity that creates the jump and if any of
these elements had shifted to a greater degree the transition
would appear as a cut and the break down in continuity would
be lost. In the context of the film the shot portrays Billy’s state,
exhausted and unsure of his future and unbeknown to the
viewer sets the atmosphere for Billy’s intent to murder the
Buffalo Bills placekicker Scott Norwood, who he blames for
the injustice he has suffered.

|03:51;13

Jump cuts as discussed previously are considered to be a
violation of the editing process exposing the viewer to the
structure of film. Within the road trip footage a jump cut was
considered to be a sudden interruption in spatial rhythm
resulting from an abrupt change in scale, form or character,
heightening a viewer’s awareness of a spaces fabric. Within
the captured footage of Cincinnati, America’s first non
costal boom town, was found to have the greatest number
of jump cuts. The jump cuts appear to take place where the
city’s grain has been edited, erased or replaced overtime by
newer grains. Examining the city’s growth reveals that the
population grew from 2,500 to 325,902 in the 19th century
and continued to grow until the 1960’s when it peaked at
502,550 before slumping to 333,336 in 2008. (The United
States Census Bureau. 2008). The growth led to Cincinnati
colliding with neighbouring cities Covington and Newport
resulting in complex spatial divisions. This rapid expansion
followed by shrinkage no doubt scarred the city’s fabric and
contributed to the collection of intriguing jump cuts found
within the captured footage which all occur within a matter of
blocks of each other and see the cities fabric shift between
housing, football stadia, high rise cityscape, layered interstate
infrastructure and back again to housing, thus contributing
to the lack of cohesion which is normally associated with a
planned city and creating the sense of a spatial jump cut.

200m

Cincinnati.
(Bing Maps. 2010) fig 43

spatial jump cut Convington - Cincinnati - Newport. (Author. 2010) fig 44
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filmic pre cut Rope. (Hitchcock, A. (dir), 1948) fig 45
A seamless cut is a technique of joining film together without
the viewer realising that there has been a transition from one
piece of film to another. This rejection of montage requires a
director to live edit the film whilst considering carefully shot
continuity. Alfred Hitchcock observed that pre cuts rejection
of montage and the resulting continuity between shots means
that the viewing experience becomes more akin to theatre
than film, in that without perceivable transitions the viewers
eye is able to stray around the set. (Truffaut, F. 1984). Juhani
Pallasmaa points out one of the most obvious reasons why
pre cut hasn’t been more widely adopted within film. ‘Pre cuts
absence of montage results in problems of rhythm and timing,
however, and consequent loss of dramatic effect. The time that
the camera needs to move from an event or detail to reveal
the response of the person is experienced as an unmotivated
delay of reaction.’ (Pallasmaa, J. 2001 p.52).
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The most famous example of pre cutting is Alfred Hitchcock’s
1948 film ‘Rope’ where he composes all but the opening
scene of the 80 minute film without visible transitions within a
Manhattan apartment. Because in 1948 continuous shooting
was not possible the film is actually shot on eleven 10 min
reels cleverly done by characters and props temporally
obscuring the camera whilst the reel is changed. For
comparison, Hitchcock’s 1963 film ‘The Birds’ of 118min in
length had a total of 1360 transitions. (Monaco, J. 2008). The
second reel of film and the first shot within the apartment last
for 9min 34seconds and sees Brandon and Philip strangling
their ex classmate. In the conversation that follows, Brandon
seems thrilled by the event whilst Philip is shocked and
worried about the presence of the body within the apartment.
Rejecting cuts means that during the dialogue the camera
is required to work extra hard to acquire the necessary shot
composition in order to convey the drama and emotional
intensity of the narrative, something that would come naturally
from a montage. Whilst there is no physical transition the
resulting framing of shots, after the camera is moved,
provides the viewer with a seamless transition. After 9min and
38 seconds the reel finally ends and Hitchcock orchestrates
Brandon to cross in front of the camera causing the frame to
go black and allowing the new real to be spliced in.

|00:38;07

|09:35;09

|09:37;08

|09:38;25

Start

Within the road trip footage a pre cut transition was identified
as a seemingly seamless transition between spaces. The best
example of a pre cut transition was captured in the heart of
the Manhattan grid and shows how the natural overlapping,
layering and meshing of park trees can breakdown the most
regimented divisions in space, in this case the grid’s cut
transition, and create a pre cut space in the form of a park.
As the camera tracks past Madison Square Park, the varying
density of trees dissolves the regimented Manhattan grid
into softened glimpses. The camera observes a series of
deconstructed views making the space feel less fragmented
and part of a staged continuous pre cut edit.

25m

Madison Square Park.
(Bing Maps. 2010) fig 46

Fin

spatial pre cut Madison Square Park Manhatten. (Author. 2010) fig 47
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filmic fade to black Breathless. (Godard, J.L. (dir), 1960) fig 48
A black fade sees an image lose its opacity against a black
background resulting in the brightness of the image reducing
until only the black remains. Fades are most commonly used
by directors to create a strong break in a films continuity
allowing an audience time to absorb information. (Reisz, K. &
Millar, G. 1968).
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Jean Luc Godard 1960 first film ‘Breathless’ follows the
journey of anti hero Michel, played by Jean Paul Belmondo,
whose criminal activities of stealing a car and killing a police
officer see him on the run throughout the film. Godard
expertly heightens the speed, chase, chaos and sense of
breathlessness through sequences of jump cuts. However,
it is Godard’s use of the fade to black that allows the action
to slow and the audience to absorb the impact of Michels’
actions. The first of these fades to black occurs directly after
a frantic car and bike chase concluding in Michel killing the
police officer with a gun and then running across a field at
which point the fade consumes the shot and the audience is
given time to take stock of what they have seen before the
action once more ensues.
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The experience of journeying through black into lit space
was encountered at night between dark unpopulated areas
and artificially lit populated areas, the epicentre of this being
the Las Vegas strip which according to the National Oceanic
and Atmospheric Administration is the brightest city on earth.
The following films attempt to capture some of the ethereal
qualities of the Strip, no mean feat when you consider Venturi
statement that ‘It is extremely hard to suggest the atmospheric
qualities of Las Vegas, because these are primarily dependant
on watts.’ (Venturi, R. Brown, D. Izenour S. 1977 p.19). Two
films were created to highlight the fade qualities of the strip.
The first a forward view and the second a side section view.
The forward view allows the observation of artificial light
from afar and provides the viewer with a growing exposure
to information within the frame which sporadically refracts
within the camera causing flairs to evaporate the black and
complete the transition.

Start
1600m

Fin

Las Vegas Strip. (NASA. 2010) fig 49

spatial fade to black Las Vegas Strip forward. (Author. 2010) fig 50
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spatial fade to black Las Vegas Strip section. (Author. 2010) fig 51
The second film shot ‘in section’ reduces the sense of depth
and consequently the sense of light growing within the frame.
Instead the effect of transition from black is created purely by
an increase in density of artificial light. However, the flatness
of this view allows for a much clearer understanding of spatial
patterns and their repetition along the strip.
Of most interest within both films is the relationship between
light and black. The shift from unlit highways, to suburban
streetlights and finally to the bright light of the Strip is
immense. Whilst the black remains throughout the film it
shifts from casting faded shadows to a deep backdrop which
heightens the viewer’s sense of contrast within the frame and
completes the spatial fade transition.
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Las Vegas Strip. (Google. 2010) fig 52
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filmic fade to white Apocalypse Now. (Coppola, F.F. (dir), 1979) fig 53
A white fade is where film appears to become over exposed
to the point where the image eventually turns white. During
the transition the loss of contrast in the image reduces the
content of the frames to its strongest elements. In film the
white fade has become synonymous with flashback and
dream sequences. (Hayward, S. 2005).
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Francis Ford Coppola’s 1979 film ‘Apocalypse Now’ sees
a team of US Army soldiers, led by Captain Benjamin L.
Willard, played by Martin Sheen, journey up the fictional
Nung River, between Vietnam and Cambodia, to hunt down
rogue US Special Forces Colonel Walter E Kurtz, played by
Marlon Brando. As the team approach Kurtz’s outpost a
mist descends around their patrol boat and through a series
of dissolves and finally a white fade the surreal anarchy of
Colonel Kurtz’s rule is glimpsed through the mist. During
the white fade the mist becomes so dense that the shot
turns completely white and allows Francis Ford Coppola to
transition to a shot of Willard on the prow of the patrol boat.
From this shot the mist rapidly dissolves and a landing stage
for Kurz’s outpost is sighted. The sequence produces a
surreal dream like experience where the viewer is unsure of
both the narrative’s and Colonel Kurtz’s stability which is not
regained until the landing stage is sighted.
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Within the road trip footage a fade to white was encountered
whilst journeying back from Coronado to San Diego. Two
key ingredients provided the necessary conditions for this
transition. The first ingredient was the 2.1 mile long San Diego
– Coronado Bridge which ascends at a gradient of 4.75% to
a height of 200 feet (61m) above San Diego Bay, specifically
to allow empty aircraft carrier’s to gain passage. (Caltrans,
2009). As well as its height the bridge curves 80 degrees to
align the highest point with the bays shipping channel where
its box girder structure spans a staggering 573m which
was a record length until 2008. (ASIB, 2009). The second
ingredient is the shoreline fog caused by the warm air of the
Pacific meeting the California current. The initial space prior
to the transition is a sharp and bright view of the Coronado
Municipal Golf course which starts to dissolve as the camera
ascends the bridge into the fog, emptying further as the bay
floods the frame. Finally, the camera sweeps around the 80
degree bridge curve shifting the view away from bay and onto
the dense Pacific fog where the focus softens as the camera
struggles with the shots emptiness, capable of retaining only
the strongest silhouettes. Eventually the bridge descends and
contrast returns with a new space that of San Diego’s vast
ship yards.

|01:39;00

|01:54;13

San Diego – Coronado Bridge. (Brian, L. 2009) fig 54

The essence of the spatial fade to white is characterised
by the landscape within the frame gradually emptying of
definable objects until it becomes difficult or impossible to
register its scale against the sky. Such scenes seem to occur
when the roadway is elevated, passes areas of little identity
such as crop fields or desert wasteland or in the case of the
Coronado Bridge passes over water.

spatial fade to white San Diego Coronado Bridge. (Author. 2010) fig 55
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filmic dissolve La jetée. (Marker, C. (dir), 1962) fig 56
A dissolve is the gradual transition from one shot to another
and is traditionally created by controlled double exposure
from frame to frame; transiting from the end of one clip to the
beginning of another. (Reisz, K. & Millar, G. 1968). Dissolves
are primarily used by directors to convey a passage of time
and allow a sequence of shots from different positions or
times to transition smoothly between one another.

Chris Marker’s 1962 film ‘La Jetée’ charts a group of Parisian
survivors in the aftermath of a Third World War who are
experimenting with time travel on a captured prisoner in order
to escape their post apocalyptic state. The film, composed
entirely from black and white stills, uses dissolves and cuts
to create transitions through the story. The sequence of
dissolves show the aftermath of war on Paris from city wide
panoramic to street level scenes and for a fleeting moment
each juxtaposition creates a between space that allows the
viewer to experience the transition between scenes.

scene 1
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scene 3

This first dissolve was captured whilst approaching Moab
Utah along U.S. Highway 191 which runs through the valley
that the city occupies. The geographical location of Moab
set between sandstone cliffs to the east and west and the
Colorado River to the north has seen the city expand in a
linear fashion southwards along the floor of Spanish Valley
and is critical to the construct of this dissolve. The dissolve
begins at the southern tip of the valley with the shot filled
with the initial space of sandstone cliffs and the highway.
Progressing through the dissolve elements of a second space
start to appear telegraph poles, electrical pylons, increasing
road signage followed by signage for utilities, barns, mobile
homes, condos, housing with irrigated gardens, heavily
irrigated vegetation on the horizon, construction, irrigated
road side vegetation, shops, increased road traffic, signalled
traffic junction and finally with the dissolve into the second
space nearing completion the appearance of the local
populous.

Moab. (ILIFF, D. 2004) fig 57

spatial dissolve Moab. (Author. 2010) fig 58
scene 2
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spatial dissolve Denver approach. (Author. 2010) fig 59
Approaching Denver via the Rocky Mountains on the east
bound carriageway of Interstate 70, this hour long transition
charts the dissolve from mountainscape to cityscape. The
initial space within the dissolve occupied by rock face and
forest seems to resist the dissolve to the second space
allowing only a sporadic peppering of caravan settlements,
construction work and advertisement from the second
space to dissolve through. The dissolve to the second
space eventually begins to take hold with inclined junctions,
bridges, tunnels, sound deadening walls, followed by
small settlements. Finally, the initial space fizzles out as the
mountains gives way to the Great Plains and the City of
Denver.
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Pennsylvania. (Google. 2010) fig 60
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filmic wipe Star Wars. (Lucas, G. (dir), 1977) fig 61
A wipe or push is a ‘filmic transition’ in which the edge of
one scene is pushed out of frame by an incoming scene
giving the appearance of a travelling line. ‘In the early science
fiction films and television serials the wipe was intended to
replicate the turning of a page or movement between boxes
in a comic book.’ (Duckworth, A.R. 2009). As such traditional
wipes are a highly stylised form of transition and their angle,
direction, speed and shape are often used to strengthen an
element within a scene heightening the viewer’s awareness
of the filmic structure. The constructive nature of traditional
wipes has meant that they have fallen out of favour with all
but the makers of science fiction films. Instead film makers
have turned to the invisible wipe which uses an object within
the frame rather than the travelling line to perform a wipe
that appears not to contaminate ‘filmic space’ with the filmic
process.

George Lucas is the biggest exponent of the traditional
wipe, using them extensively in the ‘Star Wars’ films in order
to evoke a kinship between the ‘Star Wars’ universe and
science fiction films such as Kurosawa’s 1958 film ‘The
Hidden Fortress’, which combined wipes within the motion of
the frame. Within ‘Star Wars’, Lucas use of wipes range from
subtle mirage transitions between desert scenes to imposing
diagonal wipes between orbiting star destroyers and a
planet’s surface. ‘One aspect of wipes I like is that you get to
see two scenes at once, though unlike split-screen, they’re not
necessarily meant to be seen simultaneously, so there can be
some interesting unintended juxtapositions, even if it’s just the
difference in textures or lighting.’ (Goof Button 2009).		
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Bryan Singer’s 1995 film ‘The Usual Suspects’ uses an
invisible wipe during a police interrogation of Michael
McManus played by Stephen Baldwin. The wipe follows
the line of the interrogating officer as he passes in front
of a seated McManus allowing a camera transition from a
foreground shot to a close-up and in so doing intensifies the
scenes sense of interrogation.

filmic wipe invisible The Usual Suspects. (Singer, B. (dir), 1977) fig 62
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spatial wipe Eisenhower Johnson Memorial tunnel Colorado. (Author. 2010) fig 63
The first example of a wipe captured within the road trip
footage was whilst approaching Denver, Colorado, on the
east bound carriageway of Interstate 70. The wipe takes
place whilst entering the 1.6 mile long Eisenhower-Johnson
Memorial tunnel which happens to be the second highest
vehicular tunnel in the world at 3,401 m (11,158 ft) above
sea level. (CO DOT 2009). At the point of entering the tunnel
the banked walls provide a line which the camera reads as a
wipe juxtaposing for a second the Colorado mountain-scape
against the enclosed order of the tunnel. These interlaced
spaces seem to be polar opposites of one another and
enforcing the sense that shifting between them is an unnatural
transition adding to the spatial wipe.
Eisenhower Tunnel. (Pelster, P. 2008) fig 64
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A further wipe was encountered whilst leaving the
underground car park of 30 South Wacker Drive downtown
Chicago. Rather than being just a simple tunnel back to the
surface, the car park connects with Lower Wacker Drive, a
maze of underground roads which follow the bank of the
Chicago River. Designed by Architect Daniel Burnham in 1926
as a through route for traffic and delivery trucks, the journey
back to the surface provides the camera with a series of
wipes as surface light pours down the up ramps and slides
the frame into the second space. Finally, the camera emerges
through one these ramps into the bright light of down town
Chicago and the transition is complete.
Within both these examples of a spatial wipe the underlying
characteristic is the sense of two spaces with very different
spatial properties being connected by a strong line running
through the scenes. It is the combination of a strong spatial
division such as a structural line and the contrast in spatial
qualities such as light, scale, rhythm, depth etc that provides
the spatial wipe with the unnatural qualities of the sci-fi comic
book filmic wipe.

Entrance to Lower Wacker Drive. (Eugene, W. 2005) fig 65

spatial wipe 30 South Wacker Chicago. (Author. 2010) fig 66
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filmic pan The Passenger. (Antonioni, M. (dir), 1975) fig 67
Panning is a ‘filmic transition’ technique involving rotating the
head of a camera horizontally in order to seamlessly scan
across a scene and unfold a viewer’s perspective of the filmic
environment.
‘The term panning is derived from panorama, a word originally
coined in 1787 by Robert Barker and used to describe an 18th
century machine that unfolded a horizontal painting to give
the impression the scene was passing by.’ (Lambert, M. 2010
p.74).
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Michelangelo Antonioni’s 1975 film ‘The Passenger’ develops
the pan into a tool that allows the viewer to explore shots
beyond the realm of the narrative. ‘Images liberate themselves
from the logic of era to stray and record details unrelated to the
development of the story.’ (Pallasmaa, J. 2001 p.123).
An hour into the film there is a scene outside a cafe with
Locke, played by Jack Nicholson and the girl, played by
Maria Schneider, which typifies Antonioni’s straying pan. The
scene begins with the camera seemingly paned away from
the table occupied by Locke and the girl, watching instead a
man entering the cafe. A car passes the cafe from left to right
and the camera pans round pausing on Locke and the girl.
Another car passes this time from right to left and the camera
pans back to its starting position, before a third car passes
from right to left returning the camera to Locke and the girl.
The pans are pendulum like and provide the viewer with a
much greater understanding of the scenes context, building
an understanding of the spatial connectivity between the café
and the road.

|02:45;26

|00:31;20

SC1

|00:33;09

SC3

Travelling eastwards on the Dwight D. Eisenhower Expressway
the Willis tower pans into view and for 10 minutes tracks back
and forth across the expressway as it winds gently towards
downtown Chicago. This panning motion sets up a series of
framed views of the city and allows the tower to be viewed
within a range of contexts. Like the wandering panning
technique found in ‘The Passenger’ the slight directional
deviation of the expressway provides the camera with the
necessary horizontal movement to explore downtown Chicago
whilst maintaining the Willis tower as a marker to evaluate the
shifting context.

250m

Dwight D. Eisenhower Expressway. (Bing Maps. 2010) fig 68
Fin

Start

spatial pan Dwight D. Eisenhower Expressway Chicago. (Author. 2010) fig 69
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|00:38;12

|03:16;15

pan 1

|12:43;18

|13:27;24

pan 2

pan 3

spatial pan Navajo Indian Reservation Arizona State Route 98. (Author. 2010) fig 70
Driving the winding Arizona State Route 98 through the
Navajo Indian Reservation the camera pans across a large
monolithic structure in the distance. The structure is the coal
fired Navajo Generating Station consisting of three 236m high
chimney stacks, which bring a man-made order and scale
to shot, capable of competing with the naturally occurring
sandstone domes and bluffs. (SRP, 2010). The road gradually
turns away from the power station, slipping to the side of the
shot and running a seemingly parallel view outside of the
cameras field of view. Over the next 12 minutes the station
remains unsighted, building the suspense that it will pan back
into view at any moment. A junction redirects the camera back
towards the station and begins to pan steadily back and forth
across the twisting road before finally departing from the shot.
Navajo Generating Station. (Brewbooks. 2009) fig 71
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Navajo Generating Station. (Google. 2010) fig 72
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|00:34;02

|00:56;08

|01:34;00

filmic track A Touch of Evil. (Welles. O. (dir), 1958) fig 73
Track

Zoom

track 1

zoom 205mm

track 2

zoom135mm

track 3

zoom 85mm

track 4

zoom 55mm

track 5

zoom 28mm
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Tracking sees the camera physically move from one position
to another whilst filming, utilising tracks, wires and cranes,
hence it is also referred to as ‘trucking’, ‘dolling’ and ‘craning’.
The benefit of tracking over zooming is that tracking does
not adjust the distance between the cameras lenses and
thus maintains the scale and proportion of both subject and
surrounds. The next transition zoom will elaborate on this.

The opening sequence to Orson Welles 1958 film ‘A Touch of
Evil’ has one of the earliest and best examples of a tracking
shot. The film and the tracking start with a bomb being
placed in the trunk of a car which is then driven off by an
unsuspecting couple who are unaware of their explosive
cargo. The camera tracks the car as it swings around the city
blocks overlapping with other moving objects before deciding
to disengage from the car and track instead, a young couple
played by Charlton Heston and Janet Leigh. The tracking
abruptly ends as the car explodes and the shot cuts to a ball
of fire.

tracking versus zoom. (Monaco, J. 2008 p.68) fig 74

track 1

track 2

track 3

track 4

|02:08;29

|02:10;23

|07:29;16

|11:00;16

|01:42;16

|03:25;02

The opening sequence to ‘A Touch of Evil’ demonstrates
the potential of tracking and its ability to convey to a viewer
a large stream of information regarding the relationships
between characters inhabiting the shot and their surrounds.
The track is able to navigate layered streams of information
creating a persistent montage.
Within the road trip footage the best of example of a tracking
shot was encountered whilst travelling east towards Chicago
on the portion of Interstate 290 known as the Dwight D.
Eisenhower Expressway. The experience of tracking is
produced by the flow, density and direction of the layers
against the structured nature of this Interstate’s environment.

|03:26;19

There is an almost hypnotic rhythm that occurs as the
camera tracks each stream as it passes in and out of frame.
The camera finds itself drawn to the interstate traffic, the
independent motion of the ‘L train’, regulated only by its stops
and the sporadic movement of commuters as they bustle
to board the train. At the end of the film, the camera leaves
Interstate 290 on an escape road revealing further streams of
traffic along with the Chicago skyline which momentarily join
the track and slip through the frame.

Dwight D. Eisenhower Expressway. (Bing Maps. 2010) fig 75
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spatial track Dwight D. Eisenhower Expressway Chicago. (Author. 2010) fig 76
track 5

track 6

track 7
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|00:11;16

|00:13;17

|00:43;21

|00:45;01

filmic zoom Vertigo. (Hitchcock, A. (dir), 1958) fig 77
Zooming allows a director to change the focal length of a
shot. In so doing it allows him to traverse between wide
and telephoto scenes without cutting. Unlike tracking and
panning, zooming occurs within the camera by adjusting the
lenses and is often used by a director when a tracking shot is
neither economically or physically possible. However, unlike
tracking, changing the focal length of the lenses results in
distortion of the viewers’ depth perception. During a zoom,
‘...the distance between subject and camera is constantly
changing and the relative size of the background is magnified
in the telephoto frames and distanced, or minimized in the
wide-angle frame.’ (Monaco, J. 2008 p.68). The constant
distortion between foreground and background means that
zooming doesn’t convey the same level of reality as tracking
and panning which both mimic the way we observe and move
through space. For this reason directors often harness the
distortion caused by the change in focal length to create a
sense of suspense, dread and apprehension whilst moving
between shots.
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|00:17;27

|00:31;02

|00:51;04

Irmin Roberts further developed the zooms ability to give
a viewer a sense of suspense by combining zooming and
tracking to produce the tracking zoom a technique where
the camera tracks away from the subject whilst the lens
zooms in, or vice-versa, altering the viewer’s perception of
depth whilst the foreground appears not to move. Our eyes
find this experience highly unsettling as they are trained to
judge distance and size using perspective and altering the
perspective can be highly unsettling. ‘The visual appearance
for the viewer is that either the background suddenly grows
in size and detail and overwhelms the foreground, or the
foreground becomes immense and dominates its previous
setting, depending on which way the tracking zoom is
executed.’ (Norman, N. Holland 2000). The tracking zoom
was famously used by Alfred Hitchcock in his 1958 film
‘Vertigo’ where, ‘...the effect on screen was that the shot began
with normal depth perception which then became quickly
exaggerated mimicking the psychological feeling of vertigo.’
(Norman, N. Holland 2000).

|01:33;24

|00:45;07

|00:45;14

Fin

Although it is physically impossible for the human eye to
zoom, as previously discussed, the formation of space can
unfold in such a way as to give the impression of such a
spatial distortion. The first example of a zoom was captured
whilst driving north along Main Street towards the high rise
business district of Kansas City. There are three contributing
factors to making the experience of approaching the business
district an urban zoom; Firstly, the straightness of Main Street
means that the cameras view isn’t interrupted for several
miles giving a strong composition of foreground middle
ground and background; Secondly, the height and close
proximity to one another of the business districts towers
along with their domination over the lower rise surrounds
draws the eye to focus on them as you approach; Thirdly,
main streets topography rising up to a crest approximately
two miles out and then sloping back down towards the
business district means that initially the buildings grow out
of the ground as you approach the crest and then continue
to grow as you descend towards them. These three factors
combine to create the illusion that the cameras spatial depth
is being exaggerated in a sequence similar to that of a zoom
transition.

200m

Start

Kansas City.
(Bing Maps. 2010) fig 78

spatial zoom Main Street Kansas City. (Author. 2010) fig 79
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|00:10;29

|00:16;02

|01:30;09

|02:31;04

spatial zoom Monument Valley US Route 163 Arizona. (Author. 2010) fig 80
The second zoom to be discussed was captured at sunrise
whilst driving North East towards Monument Valley from
Kayenta. The first encounter with Monument Valley is the
appearance of two 1000ft sandstone buttes, situated on either
side of a long straight section of U.S. Route 163.
The rising sun over exposes and accentuates the contrast of
the shot adding to the buttes domination of their surrounds.
However, the zoom effect is not created by the buttes but
the spatial void between them which grows as the zoom
progresses. The flatness and straightness of the road aid the
zoom by maintaining a constant foreground and allowing the
buttes to slide to the sides of the shot.

Fin

400m

Monument Valley. (Google. 2010) fig 81
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|00:08;01

|00:36;07
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|03:28;10

The third zoom was encountered whilst entering and leaving
the 2nd Street Tunnel in down town LA, which connects Hill
Street to Figueroa, and is famous for appearing in Ridley
Scott’s 1982 film ‘Blade Runner’. On entering the tunnel the
camera struggles to cope with the contrast between the black
walls of the tunnel and the sharp morning sunlight at its end
deciding to under expose the former and over expose the
latter. Like a tracking zoom the black tunnel walls become
the edge of the frame narrowing the field of view, progressing
through the tunnel light begins to flood in, both expanding
and flattening the field of view.

2nd Street Tunnel, Blade Runner. (Scott, R. (dir), 1982) fig 82

spatial zoom 2nd Street tunnel Los Angeles. (Author. 2010) fig 83
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chapter 5: transition palette
This chapter sets out to distil the essence of each transition
to provide urban designers with a ‘transition palette’ to
understand the structure of space for an increasingly mobile
society.
The transitions within the palette are designed to be fairly
loose leaving flexibility for their reading and potential
intervention within transition space. As with urban design
guides, it is expected that the palette will allow urban
designers to look at the space we journey through afresh and
develop the palette, rather than take its findings as definitive
answers. The examples given are not exhaustive and it is
hoped that on reflection readers will start to look at space
differently, and find new ways to explore transitions.
After the ‘transition palette’ there can be found an exploration
of how the palette might be used. The section of transition
space selected for exploration was Bristol’s M32. The M32
is an intriguing and complex motorway which connects the
centre of Bristol, via the M4, to the rest of the country. Since its
completion in 1975 the M32 has left urban designers with the
problem of how to resolve its many spatial issues, it therefore
makes an ideal space to start testing out the ‘transition
palette’.
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M32 horizon marker, frame augmented from captured M32 footage. (Author. 2011) fig 84
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cut

The most common ‘filmic transition’, the cut was defined as
the point where two different spaces with different spatial
qualities are displaced by a strong line or edge.

match cut

A match cut was identified as a metaphoric link between
two different spaces. The metaphoric element linking the
two spaces could be conveyed by similarities in a space’s
structure including scale, massing, rhythm, colour etc. The
match cut is strongest when the metaphoric element is a
dominate feature within both spaces and the two spaces are
otherwise significantly different.

cross cut

The cross cut was found to be a point where multiple
situations and paths crossed and allowed one string of
narrative to observe another. The essence of the cross
cut is the observation and awareness of others journeying
which seems to be at its highest when journeys intersect at
interchanges or cross roads.

jump cut

A jump cut was found to be a sudden interruption in spatial
rhythm resulting from an abrupt change in scale, form or
character, heightening a viewer’s awareness of a spaces
fabric.

(Author & Kashdan-Brown, J. 2011) fig 85

(Author & Kashdan-Brown, J. 2011) fig 86

(Author & Kashdan-Brown, J. 2011) fig 87

(Author & Kashdan-Brown, J. 2011) fig 88
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jump cut				

jump cut 			

horizontal cut

jump cut		

cross cut intersecting narratives

		

jump cuts
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pre cut

Pre cutting was identified as a seemingly seamless transition
between spaces where an element such as a parkscape
overlapped and softened an existing transition making it read
as a continuous unedited space.

fade to black

A fade in and out of black was found when journeying from an
unlit space to a lit space such as a town centre. Starting from
black artificial lights gradually intensify and fill the frame with
shadows and contrast, evaporating the black and completing
the transition.

fade to white

The essence of the fade to white transition is characterised
by the landscape within the frame gradually emptying of
definable objects until it becomes difficult to register their
structure. The fade to white seems to occur when a roadway
is elevated, passes over water or passes areas with few
features such as crop fields or deserts.

dissolve

Filmic dissolves were characterised by the gradual
overlapping or infestation of one space with another where
one set of elements built to a crescendo and another set
dissolved away.

(Author & Kashdan-Brown, J. 2011) fig 89

(Author & Kashdan-Brown, J. 2011) fig 90

(Author & Kashdan-Brown, J. 2011) fig 91

(Author & Kashdan-Brown, J. 2011) fig 92
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wipe

The wipe can be characterised as two spaces with very
different spatial properties being connected by a strong line
running through the scene. The wipes strong spatial division
and the contrast in spatial qualities including light, scale,
rhythm, depth, man-made or natural provide the wipe with the
qualities of its filmic counterpart.

pan

The spatial pan was found when approaching large vertical
elements, such as skyscrapers, from a curving path thus
giving the impression that the vertical element was panning
back and forth across the screen.

track

A track occurs when space can be observed as a series of
moving layers which are able to slide past one another. These
layers can include moving objects such as cars and trains,
but can also include static objects such as buildings which,
as with the pan, can be perceived to move when viewed from
a curving road. The track is at its strongest when the speed of
the different layers is similar and the eye is able to observe the
subtle tracking movements.

zoom

A zoom was found to occur on long straight sections of road
where the eye was able to focus upon a distant object with
minimal distraction from other spatial elements. Zooms found
included skyscrapers placed at the end of long straight roads
and tunnels where the zoom effect was created by the eye
focusing on the growing light at the other end of the tunnel.

(Author & Kashdan-Brown, J. 2011) fig 93

(Author & Kashdan-Brown, J. 2011) fig 94

(Author & Kashdan-Brown, J. 2011) fig 95

(Author & Kashdan-Brown, J. 2011) fig 96
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area 4 (Author. 2011) fig 97
The final area identified along this journey into Bristol is the
splicing of the 70 mph M32 into the 30 mph New Foundland
Way. At present, except for a reduction in speed limit, the shift
in spatial fabric is minimal and the sense of Motorway prevails
deep into Bristol’s centre. This inevitably has led to creating
barriers between heavily populated communicates such as St
Paul’s, Easton and the City centre.

M32 test
The following pages contain a brief exploration of how the
‘transition palette’ might be used to read and intervene within
Bristol’s M32 motorway. This exploration is by no means
exhaustive and simply sets out to explore the potential
usefulness of the ‘transition palette’ to urban designers
through a series of augmented filmic stills.
The transition space selected for this investigation was
Bristol’s M32 which is one of the main routes into Bristol from
the M4 and the rest of the country. The M32 was selected
because of its nature as a gateway into Bristol and for most
visitors offers them their first glimpse of the city. As such the
M32 has the opportunity to become more than just 4 miles of
asphalt motorway and instead a visually stimulating journey
that offers a mobile view of the metropolis to come. It was
also chosen because, as with many motorways which have
ploughed through cites, it has divided space and created a
number of problem areas, which, since its completion in 1975
have yet to be resolved successfully.

A4032 New Foundland Way

M32

4
Bristol

The areas of investigation are listed on the map opposite,
which should be read from right to left as if journeying from
the M4 along the M32 into Bristol.

200m

area 3 (Author. 2011) fig 98
The third area identified occurs in multiple places along the
M32 where the motorway has been built up to allow existing
roads to pass underneath. Where this has occurred it is only
the road that has been allowed to pass underneath and not
the original fabric creating sudden jumps in transition space
as the motorway slices through.
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area 2 (Author. 2011) fig 99
The second area on this filmic journey into Bristol starts to
occur about half a mile before the Eastgate Roundabout
where suddenly the motorway starts to descend into Bristol
and the centre is seen on the horizon. For the next mile the
M32 twist towards the centre on a raised deck and during
these twist elements of Bristol’s horizon start to pan across
the screen, which through intervention, using the filmic
palette, could be further enhanced.

University of the West of England
N

1
2
M32

3

M4

M32 Bristol. (Digimap. 2010) fig 101

area 1 (Author. 2011) fig 100
The first area identified journeying along the M32 is the
undeveloped corridors of land to its sides. These thin strips
of land provide barriers to larger developments behind them
in an attempt to create a green corridor into Bristol. However,
journeying this stretch of the M32 these thin strips of land
appear weak and would benefit from intervention using the
palette.
81

M32 pre cut (Author. 2011) fig 102
Area 1. The first area identified whilst watching back the M32
footage was the strips of undeveloped land at its start. At
present these strips have little character and would benefit
from either being substantially landscaped or developed in
order to give them a stronger identity. After watching back the
captured M32 footage and examining the ‘transition palette’
it is proposed that these strips of land be re developed as a
spatial pre cut. This would see new development seamlessly
meshed together with a new landscape. The abstracted stills
above show how such a development could create a sense of
a continuous unedited space where new development feeds
in and out of the landscape creating an exciting corridor that
alludes to the city to come.

Existing M32 filmic still of area 1. (Author. 2011) fig 103
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M32 potential pre cut location map. (Digimap. 2010) fig 104
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pan 1

pan 2

pan 3

M32 pan (Author. 2011) fig 105
Area 2. The second ‘transition palette’ opportunity, found
within the journey towards Bristol, was for a panning marker.
After much consideration the best position for such a marker
was found to be on the southern side of the Montpelier
roundabout where it would provide Bristol’s skyline with
a strong vertical element which, when approaching along
M32 from the M4, would appear to track back and forth.
This location was also chosen because it is on an axis with
the Lawrence Hill housing towers which currently, as you
journey along the M32, appear not just to pan, but also subtly
concertina towards each other. By placing the marker in an
axis with the towers this intriguing skyline dance will become
more prominent. The marker itself could potentially be a
functioning tower block or a sculptural element. However, it is
perhaps more interesting to think about the impact such an
element would have on a visitor, providing them with a strong
marker for the city limits and a reference point for their eyes to
register the juxtaposing context against.

Existing M32 filmic still highlighting Lawrence Hill housing towers. (Author. 2011) fig 106
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M32 filmic pan stills location map. (Digimap. 2010) fig 107
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M32 jump cut (Author. 2011) fig 108
Area 3. As already mentioned, the construction of the M32 in
the mid 1970s created a number of barriers both physical and
visual. It is the visual barriers that have been identified within
this area of intervention where a road connecting one suburb
to another has been dissected by the M32 and only the road
infrastructure remains. In ‘filmic space’ this break in space is a
jump cut where a section of the cities grain has been edited,
erased or replaced creating a visual jump in the spatial fabric.
The question of how to intervene within the selected second
instance of a jump cut starts with whether or not it is better
to try and mask this jump in space with another transition
from the palette or whether in this instance to amplify the
jump. For instance, an intervention in this location could
use the proximity of Eastville Park to create an organic pre
cut where the M32 could be concealed and meshed into its
surrounds. Alternatively, the transition could be dealt with
as a cut and healed by re establishing the cities grid under
the M32. The intervention route selected for this particular
instance was to enhance the sense of a jump. Within the
augmented stills above this has been done by re cladding the
M32 in a reflective cladding that will cause the viewers eye to
be drawn to the dark reflective underside of the M32’s soffit
before suddenly jerking back onto the terrace housing as the
transition is completed. This jump cut has the potential to take
this unused stretch of the city and provide a language to start
intervening within its fabric potentially creating a new sleek
urban parkscape.
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Existing M32 jump cut 1. (Author. 2011) fig 109

jjump cut 2

jump cut 1
Eastgate Roundabout

Existing M32 jump cut 2. (Author. 2011) fig 110

jump cut 3
Eastville Park

M32 potential jump cut location map. (Digimap. 2010) fig 112

Existing M32 jump cut 3. (Author. 2011) fig 111
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M32 to New Foundland Way existing (Author. 2011) fig 113
Area 4. The three previous applications of the ‘transition
palette’ have sought to draw out existing qualities within
transition space. However, this fourth area, the connection
between the M32 and New Foundland Way is about applying
a new order to a space that seems confused between its role
as a motorway and that of a road running into a city.
For this reason the transition space dissolve has been applied
to the end of the M32 and the start of New Foundland Way
in order to gradually dissolve the motorway into the city.
The abstracted frames below show how a dissolve could
potentially be achieved by introducing elements starting
with a pavement, billboards, a change in road surface, trees
and progressing to small and then larger scale structures.
Such an intervention would break down the barriers between
communities on either side of the M32 and start to draw
out the city’s fabric, transforming the nature of the transition
space into a positive inhabited space that signals clearly the
arrival of Bristol and the end of the Motorway.

This brief exploration of the ‘transition palette’ has led to
the following conclusions: Firstly the ‘transition palette’ has
proved a useful tool for looking strategically at large sections
of transition space, it has also made it possible to analytically
read space whilst in transit and then represent it as a series
of interventions. It is also interesting to think that proposals
such as a panning marker would have been unlikely to have
been considered using existing urban design tools. The
panning quality of a structure in relation to a skyline may

dissolve 1
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seem questionable to some. However, when compared with
the time spent using current urban design tools, to set static
vista’s and lines of sight, why shouldn’t we consider moving
vistas that register the way we journey through cities?
The two other areas of investigation: the ‘jump cut’ and the
‘dissolve’, would prove most useful to urban designers.
Without thinking of such spaces in the context of transiting
they appear to have become overlooked during the design
stage. By using the ‘transition palette’ urban designers will be
able to read and intervene within these complex spatial shifts.
Finally, it must be reiterated that this exploration of the M32
represents an initial quick test of the ‘transition palette’ and
not a rigorous study. Should a full exploration take place
it would need to be carried out alongside a wider master
planning exercise where other existing urban design tools
would be used to produce a fuller picture. An exploration
of how masterplans could evolve to include the transition
palette could be explored. However, in this limited study of the
‘transition palette’ it has shown real potential as an additional
approach for urban designers to use alongside existing
methods.

dissolve 2
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A4032 New Foundland Way

M32

Easton

M32 filmic dissolve stills location map. (Digimap. 2010) fig 114

M32 dissolve (Author. 2011) fig 115
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chapter 6: conclusion

As part of my ongoing investigation into the ‘film-architecture
praxis’, this essay has set out to examine the possibility
of using ‘filmic transitions’ to read and intervene in space.
The resulting output has been the creation of a film derived
‘transition palette’ designed to help urban designers’ structure
space from a mobile perspective.
The main question that arose from undertaking this continued
exploration of the ‘film-architecture praxis’ was whether
similarities between the world of film editing and the structure
of urban space would exist? My previous experience, on
the Bachelor of Architecture’s ‘Film/Architecture/Narrative’
studio, had shown me that film has an important role to play
as a medium for both architects and urban designers in the
21st century. However, beyond this, could film’s underlying
syntax be used to help us read and intervene within space
from a modern day stance where methods of transit have
changed as have our perceptions of passing through space.
After reviewing the footage captured during the United States
road trip it became apparent that the space through which
we journey has lots of similarities with film structure and in
particular the ‘filmic transition’. Such transitions included
spaces which exhibited characteristics of cutting, dissolving,
fading and panning. From the analysed footage, which can
be found in chapter 4’s ‘filmic transition’s’, it was possible to
distil the essence of each transition into chapter 5’s ‘transition
palette’. The intention of the ‘transition palette’ was to create
an additional approach for urban designers to explore the
structure of space from a mobile perspective. Without having
put the ‘transition palette’ into live use, within the field of urban
design, it was not possible to gauge its potential usefulness
to urban designers. However, it is possible for me to reflect
upon the impact it has had upon my own experience of both
observing the structure of space in transit and also by testing
it out on Bristol’s M32. The impact of creating the ‘transition
palette’ on my own experience has been dramatic, so much
so I now find myself looking at space as a series of ‘filmic
transitions’. In many ways it is comparable to the impact I
experienced during the ‘Film/Architecture/Narrative’ studio
where, after investigating film syntax, I suddenly found myself
watching film with an analytical eye and observing both its
structure and the director’s choice of ‘filmic transitions’.
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The conclusion now moves on to look at the findings
regarding how urban designers might use the ‘transition
palette’ to read and intervene in space. As discussed in the
research design it was deemed impractical at this stage
to test the palette with urban designers, so it is left to the
findings of the M32 to initially test its potential usefulness. The
M32 test demonstrated that the proposed ‘transition palette’
has the potential through film to better understand transition
space and provide potential for intervention from a different
perspective. During the test selecting an appropriate transition
from the palette for intervention within an area of transition
space was relatively simple. The intended looseness and
ambiguity of the palette meant that it left sufficient leeway
for interpretation resulting in it guiding the process rather
than imposing itself. In many ways the ‘transition palette’
was similar to using a typical urban design guide where you
might rationalise the creation of a city square through the
guides design principles. The palette’s ability to read and
intervene in large areas of space suggests that it could be
used successfully at a strategic level alongside a master
plan. Proposals such as the jump cut within the M32 test film
also demonstrated that the palette is capable of looking at
space in detail. This suggests that it would also be useful as a
design tool for urban designers when dropping down in scale
to explore an individual intervention.
As mentioned previously, looking at space using the palette
has had a major impact upon the way I personally read
space, shifting it from a static perspective to a mobile
perspective. For urban designers the palette’s new mobile
perspective could offer them the potential to consider a whole
new approach on how the space through which we journey is
structured. This new insight could include panning horizons,
grid systems that set up sequences of spaces through cuts,
landscapes that mesh the built and natural into a continuous
edit to name but a few. However, perhaps for urban designers
it isn’t the palette itself that is of most use but the simple idea
that we can look at space from a mobile perspective through
film.

Road trip still, Monument Valley, Utah. (Author. 2009) fig 116
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The final part of this conclusion critically reflects upon the
methods taken to carry out this research and suggests
further avenues of research that could be explored as part
of a continued study of designing and intervening in space
from a mobile perspective. Through the methods set out in
the research design, along with the creation of the ‘transition
palette’, the broad aims of the hypothesis have been fulfilled.
However, it is still worth reflecting upon the many decisions
which influenced the research design and led to the palette’s
creation.
The first method that should be reviewed was the decision to
use film and its underlying structure to evaluate space from
a journeying perspective. Reflecting on this, it is hard to think
of another method or medium that could have captured the
sense of a series of transitions from a mobile perspective
in the same way that film does. Its unique quality, of being
able to fool the eye into a ‘persistence of vision’ and convey
movement through space, made it both ideal as a medium
and as a structure. One of films main strengths, its ability
to capture everything, could have also proved its weakness
potentially providing the viewer with information overload.
However, the process of evaluating film against an overview of
the background literature review allowed the findings to act as
an analytical eye to enable a filtering and distilling of the film
footage.
The second method reviewed was the selection of the United
States as the backdrop for this study. As anticipated, within
the research design, it proved a successful destination for
capturing footage of contemporary environments which
can be seen by the number of instances compiled within
the ‘filmic transition’ chapter. However, after capturing the
footage there was a major concern, not anticipated within
the research design, that such contemporary environments
could yield spatial transitions completely irrelevant to the
United Kingdom, where most of our environments, despite
being planned, are the product of continued organic growth
over centuries. This proved unfounded as when it came to
testing the ‘transition palette’ on the M32, identifying areas
to intervene within its fabric was not an issue. This potentially
suggests that there are underlying structures to space that
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transcend urban vernaculars similar perhaps to how ‘filmic
transitions’ sit outside of a films frame in the realm of film
syntax.
The selection of the automobile as modus operandi for this
exploration was also a controversial decision. As discussed
in the research design, this choice inevitably lead to a rather
singular view of journeying. However, as also anticipated
in the research design by selecting just a single mode of
transport it was easier to hone the captured footage and
create a stronger set of spatial transitions. It was also
suggested that on completion of the essay further research to
investigate other modes of transit could be recommended.
Choosing a method to graphically illustrate the instances of
transitions found in the chapter 4 and the ‘transition palette’
in chapter 5 was an extremely complex decision. The main
difficulty in this was deciding how to graphically illustrate a
subject which advocates filming space statically within this
essay. The selected method of extracting stills could be
deemed a success as the end result captured the sense of
journeying. However, its true success lies in whether others
adopt or build on it as a method.
Finally, reflecting upon the true usefulness of the ‘transition
palette’ through the M32 test was difficult because as a
test it was intended as a starting point for further research
and limited by both time and resources. In order for the full
potential of the palette to be assessed it would need to be
tested both alongside existing urban design tools and by its
intended end user urban designers. However, despite the
M32’s test limitations the research design concluded that it
had proved itself successful as it had met the ambitions of
the hypothesis and produced a useful design tool for urban
designers to read and intervene in space from a mobile
perspective.

M32 pre cut test still. (Author. 2011) fig 117
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There are a number of recommendations for further research
regarding the ‘transition palette’. The first of these is that the
palette be tested alongside existing urban design methods
so that its ability to integrate and aid the wider processes of
urban design can be explored. The second recommendation
is that the palette is tested in tandem with practicing urban
designers so they can give feedback on its usefulness,
enabling it to be improved where necessary. The third
recommendation is that the palette should be developed
for other modes of transit including walking, cycling and
public transport. It is anticipated that this would inform and
strengthen the palette further. For instance testing the palette
through walking would throw up a whole new array of design
decisions regarding routes and speed. Unlike driving, which is
largely a linear process, walking would test the palette’s ability
to wander and be drawn by the attraction of the terrain in a
similar way to Walter Benjamin’s ‘flâneur’. Also the dramatic
shift in speed from driving to walking would impact upon
the scale of transitions, potentially reducing their scale to
distances that can be easily walked.
As a concluding statement the final recommendation has
been written for readers and urban designers alike. The
most important finding of this essay has been that film has
the potential to intervene within the space through which
we journey. Through this essay it is hoped that this exciting
connection will inspire you to start reading and intervening
within space filmicly through ‘filmic space’.
FIN
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Walking under Bristol’s M32. (Author. 2011) fig 118
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